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From Editor’s Desk
Pakistan Navy ﬂeet units prevented an Indian
submarine from entering Pakistani waters on 18
November 2016. According to details, Pakistan
Navy ﬂeet units chased an Indian submarine and
prevented it from entering Pakistan's waters. Due to
recent tensions between India and Pakistan,
Pakistan Navy's, ﬂeet units had been alert and on
patrol when they spotted an Indian submarine
trying to enter Pakistani waters discreetly. This act
is manifestation of Indian overall designs to fore
stall CPEC projects.
K G Hussain HI(M) Vice Admiral (Rtd)

Pakistan Navy Considering Buying Warships From
China, Turkey
Source:The Express Tribune
25th November 2016

KARACHI: Pakistan Navy is considering buying super-fast
ships from China and Turkey for its special squadron to be
deployed at the Gwadar Seaport for the security purpose,
ofﬁcials said on Thursday. “A squadron may have four to six
warships,” an ofﬁcial of Pakistan Navy told The Express
Tribune on the sidelines of the on-going defence
exhibition, IDEAS 2016, at the Karachi Expo Centre. The
ships would be bought soon keeping in view their
immediate need in the ﬂeet, he said, adding two defence
ships have already been deployed at Gwadar. The ofﬁcial
said the role of maritime forces has increased in Pakistan
since the country has made the Gwadar Seaport
operational and speeded up economic activities under the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). He said China
would also deploy its naval ships in coordination with
Pakistan Navy to safeguard the port and trade under the
CPEC.
Another ofﬁcial of the naval force added that Pakistan has
kicked off the process of establishing the largest shipyard
of the region in Gwadar. A similar ship-building project is
being deliberated at the Port Qasim in Karachi. The two
advanced shipyards would design and develop ships and
other security equipment for Pakistan Navy. “The existing
shipyard, the Pakistan National Shipping Corporation,
lacks capacity to meet new requirements of the force. Its
[PNSC] performance, however, would improve in
competition with the two under consideration,” he said. He
added the PNSC would hand over a large ﬂeet tanker to
Pakistan Navy by June 2016 which is being constructed in
collaboration with Turkey.

While paying a visit to IDEAS, Chief of the Naval Staff
Admiral Muhammad Zakaullah said Pakistan Navy is
having four dimensional capabilities to face any situation.
“It is capable of giving the best performance on surface,
submarine, naval aviation and special services,” he said.
Meanwhile, an ofﬁcial of the Pakistan Air Force said it
would soon start the process of manufacturing the next
generation ﬁghter aircraft at the Pakistan Aeronautical
Complex, Kamra. At present, they are engaged in
increasing the number of JF-17 Thunder aircraft into the
air force ﬂeet to 250 from the current 70. “Intensive
technology is being used to make JF-17 Thunder, Super
Mushshak and other military hardware,” he said. Rana
Tanveer Hussain, Federal Minister for Defence
Production, said defence exports have increased by $75
million to $100 million during the current tenure of Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif government. “When PML-N
established its government in 2013, defence exporters were
worth only $25 million,” he said.
Pakistan Navy Prevents Indian Submarine From
Entering Its Waters
Source:The News
18th November 2016

Pakistan Navy ﬂeet units prevented an Indian submarine
from entering Pakistan's waters on Friday. According to
details, Pakistan Navy ﬂeet units chased an Indian
submarine and prevented it from entering Pakistan's waters.
Due to recent tensions between India and Pakistan, Pakistan
Navy's ﬂeet units had been alert and on patrol when they
spotted an Indian submarine trying to enter Pakistani
waters discreetly.
The spokesperson for the Pakistan Navy said that the Indian
submarine's movement had been restricted by the ﬂeet
units. He also said that Pakistan Navy was ready to protect
the motherland from the enemy. "Indian Navy was
attempting to deploy its submarine against Pakistan," said
the navy spokesperson. "Pakistan Navy has the capability to
retaliate with full force to any sort of aggression," he
added. The Pakistan Navy spokesperson also said that this
exercise had demonstrated Pakistan Navy's anti-submarine
warfare capabilities. Speaking to Geo News, Commodore (r)
Obaidullah stated that the Indian navy was trying to
undermine Pakistan's CPEC project. He stated that the
Indian navy's target was Balochistan's coastal area.
Tensions have been on the rise between India and Pakistan,
ever since Indian security forces in occupied Kashmir shot
dead Burhan Wani, a freedom ﬁghter and committed
atrocities against Kashmiri civilians. Pakistan and India
have ever since exchanged ﬁre across the Line of Control,
with India constantly violating the ceaseﬁre agreement
between both countries.

Pakistan Navy and PMSA Conduct Oil Spill
Contingency Exercise
Source:Pakistan Today
16th November 2016

On the direction of Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral
Muhammad Zakaullah, the Pakistan Navy and the Pakistan
Maritime Security Agency (PMSA) conducted a Marine Oil
Spill Exercise BARRACUDA-VII from 14-16 November
2016. The exercise was aimed at rehearsing oil spill
procedures and contingency mechanisms. The exercise was
conducted in two phases. An exercise brieﬁng was held on
14 Nov 16 at HQ PMSA and included the opening brief,
discussions and preparation checks. Commander Pakistan
Fleet Vice Admiral Arifullah Hussaini along with the
Director General PMSA Rear Admiral Jamil Akhtar
attended the opening brief.
Subsequent to planning and training, Phase-II was
conducted today, which constituted a practical oil
containment exercise near Karachi anchorage area at sea.
Oil spill equipment was practically deployed and the
response procedure was rehearsed. The simulated oil spill
was recovered successfully. Assets of the Pakistan Navy,
Pakistan Maritime Security Agency and various other
stakeholders including the Karachi Port Trust, Port Qasim
Authority and BYCO participated in the sea exercise.
Representatives of the Joint Staff Headquarters, Naval
Headquarters, National Disaster Management Authority,
BEPA, NIO, and DG Pakistan Coastal Guard also attended
the exercise. DG PMSA Rear Admiral Jamil Akhtar
witnessed the exercise from a PMSA ship.
A large contingent of media and TV Channels also observed
the exercise at sea. While speaking to the media, DG PMSA
briefed them on the objectives of the exercise and the
response capabilities possessed by various departments in
relation to oil spill incidents. He also mentioned that the
Pakistan Navy and PMSA are required to ensure security in
all of Pakistan’s maritime zones, including Gwadar. He also
said that capabilities held by the PN, PMSA and other
stakeholders like port authorities and oil marketing
companies can be effectively utilised at any location along
the Pakistani Coast, in the case of an oil spill. Rear Admiral
Jamil Akhtar also briefed the media on illegal activities at
sea and actions being taken by the PMSA to curb the same.
The PMSA’s efforts for eradicating smuggling of contraband
items, registration of ﬁshing boats at Balochistan and Sindh
Coastal areas, creating awareness about Marine pollution
and the control of illegal ﬁshing were also highlighted on
this occasion.
CPEC — Expanding Role Of Pak Navy
Source:Pakistan today
20th November 2016

Pakistan and China enjoy an all-weather friendship that has
endured the test of time.Pakistan was one of the ﬁrst three
countries that recognised the Peoples Republic of China in
1950. Since then, relations between our two countries have
been on an upward curve. Beginning with establishing
diplomatic ties in 1951, both the countries have – over the

period of time – strengthened mutual cooperation in all
spheres especially economic and military. The trade
between Pakistan and China was recorded as US$16b in
2015. The China Pakistan Economic Corridor project with
investments worth US$46b and Gwadar port as its lynchpin
would give further ﬁllip to the already strong bonds of
friendship between the two countries and bring prosperity
to the entire region. However, there are intrinsic challenges
to any project of such proportion both onshore and at sea
which need to be guarded against. Cognizant of these
challenges Pakistan army has raised a Special Security
Division to guard against these challenges ashore along the
CPEC route while Pakistan navy is according high priority to
the security of Gwadar port, its approaches and the sea lanes
leading to/from the port.
Since oceans link countries far and wide and provide easy
access, mankind has used the sea for commerce and trade
for more than 3,000 years. Battles have also been fought at
sea to protect and deny this trading privilege and project
military power ashore, which had a signiﬁcance impact on
geopolitics and shaped the world as we see it today. Coastal
regions, those less than 80km from the sea, hold two thirds
of the world’s population. Thus 90 percent of
intercontinental trade is sea-borne and is served by over
4,000 major ports and approximately 89,464-plus
commercial ships. Sea is the most economical mode of
transportation and also provides valuable mineral and sea
food resources. It is important to highlight that
transportation of freight by sea is approximately 10 times
cheaper than rail, 45 times cheaper than road and 163 times
cheaper than air.
According to the Journal of the Indian Ocean Region, more
than 80 percent of the world’s seaborne trade in oil transits
through Indian Ocean choke points;with 40 percent passing
through the Strait of Hormuz, 35 percent through the Strait
of Malacca and eight percent through the Bab el-Mandab
Strait. Half of world’s container trafﬁc passes through
Indian Ocean, the ports of which handle about 30pc of world
trade. In addition, 55pc of known world oil reserves are
present in the Indian Ocean, and 40pc of the world’s natural
gas reserves are in its littoral states. The dependence of
world energy demand on the Indian Ocean littoral states
makes it imperative to maintain freedom of navigation and
maritime security in the Indian Ocean so that the life blood
of global economy keeps running. The dependence of
industrialised world on Gulf oil is enormous, hence any
interruption of this trafﬁc would have devastating effects on
economies of developing as well as the developed countries
and may create global energy crisis. In this backdrop,
developing a port at Gwadar makes economic sense for
China. Its oil and cargo from the Persian Gulf has to travel
10,000km over sea and 4,600km over land to reach Western
China. While the Gwadar-Kashghar route shortens this
distance to 2500km. Strategically, China’s shipping has to
pass through the choke point of Malacca Strait which
remains under the watchful eyes of the Indian Navy. Hence,
developing a port and utilising the Gwadar-Kashgar route is
both strategically and economically important for China.
In line with China’s “One belt One Road” concept, CPEC and
Gwadar port project would provide a most economical route
for trade connectivity between China and the rest of the

world over land and at sea. The CPEC (3,218 kilometer
route) will connect Kashgar in China’s western Xinjiang
region to the port of Gwadar and by doing so, this corridor
will not only facilitate the trade between Pakistan and China,
but will also provide a path to the regional and global
connectivity.
Further, Gwadar port and CPEC will also provide better
connectivity to the energy rich Central Asian Region (CAR).
CPEC is, therefore, the gateway to China’s Silk Road and
Gwadar port is the linchpin, which will not only become a
transit and trans-shipment port for the Central Asia, but can
also be used as a hub port for the Gulf states. Presently,
heavy shipping has to transit through the Strait of Hormuz
to reach the Gulf States; after full operationalisation of
Gwadar port, bigger ships could ofﬂoad their cargo at
Gwadar port, which could be transported to the destinations
in Gulf through “feeder” vessels. This arrangement would be
feasible for both the shipping community and the trading
states. Therefore, Gwadar would be the hub of the regional
economy beneﬁtting the entire region.
The role of CPEC and Gwadar port towards integration of
regional economies in particular and global economy in
general is widely acknowledged. These projects will
inevitably integrate the economies of the entire region. The
integration of regional economies would promote shared
interests, which would contribute towards the overall
regional security environment by bringing the regional
states together for common objectives.
Indian opposition to the project is considered unwarranted
as CPEC and Gwadar port project would beneﬁt India as
well. The current trade between China and India is
estimated around US$80b. CPEC through Gwadar provides
a shorter route from China to the Indian western coast.
Therefore, the transportation cost and time of the trade
between China and India, carried through CPEC and
Gwadar, will be reduced, which will open up new avenues of
trade between the two countries.
The success of the CPEC and the Gwadar port project is
linked to the safe and secure maritime environment in the
Indian Ocean region in general and the Arabian Sea in
particular. PN has adopted a multipronged approach to deal
with the prevailing challenges such as beeﬁng up security of
Gwadar port, conducting security patrols and coastal
exercises, enhancing Maritime Domain Awareness and
engaging in Collaborative Maritime Security with regional
and extra-regional navies. It is pertinent to mention that
security of Gwadar port, its infrastructure, Chinese
personnel working within port and harbour defence
responsibility have been entrusted to Pakistan Navy. PN has
deployed a Force Protection Battalion (FPBn) of Pak
Marines alongwith requisite assets and equipment, both
aﬂoat and ashore, to ensure security of the Port and the
Chinese personnel. This deployment will be further
augmented with the proportionate increase in trade and
associated activities in the Port. To safeguard against any
asymmetric threat to Pakistani ports and coast Pakistan
navy is regularly conducting Coastal Security Exercises
involving all stakeholders with special focus on seaward
security of Gwadar port in the wake of the upcoming CPEC

project. An important strand of seaward defence and
security is keeping maritime area of interest under
continuous surveillance and monitoring. In this regard, a
network of radars, electro-optic sensors and pickets are
being setup to plug the gaps in our surveillance. This would
help mitigate threats from non-state actors and help
generated a timely and well coordinated response.
PN is playing the lead role in strengthening the maritime
and coastal security setup through the establishment of
Coastal Watch Stations and Joint Maritime Information
Coordination Centre (JMICC). The JMICC acts as the nerve
centre for collecting and collating information related to
Maritime Security in order to synergize responses of
multiple agencies undertaking operations in maritime
domain. At present, JMICC is coordinating actions amongst
35 organisations within Pakistan and a number of
international organisations.
Considering the nature of maritime challenges, no nation
has the wherewithal to handle them alone. Pakistan navy
therefore regularly engages with regional and extra-regional
navies to improve interoperability and deal with maritme
crimes. In 2004 Pakistan navy joined the US led multinational Task Force-150 which is aimed at countering
maritime terrorism and other illicit activities. PN’s
participation in the Task Force has been one of the highest
among the participating navies, second only to the United
States Navy. Besides these, PN regularly undertakes
regionalengagements with all the littoral states of the IOR.
Navies the world over are essential appendages to state’s
foreign policy and signiﬁcantly contribute in development of
interstate relations. PN, being fully conscious of the fact,
strives to foster stronger relations with regional and extraregional navies to support our foreign policy objectives. As
part of continuous development process, PN is building
maritime infrastructure all along our coast, which will
further enhance poise and sustained reach in the area.
Needless to say, CPEC will integrate the economies of the
entire region. China will beneﬁt from shortest access to the
Indian Ocean to reach the markets of Middle East, Africa
and Europe. The landlocked Central Asian Region will also
be linked to the rest of the world through CPEC, Gwadar port
and the sea lanes of the Indian Ocean. The integration of
regional economies would promote shared interests, which
would contribute towards the overall regional security
environment by bringing the regional states together for
common objectives. The forces inimical to the regional
integration would, however, endeavour to disrupt the
development of CPEC and Gwadar port for which Pakistan
would continue to maintain its guard.
Pakistan is located at a geo-strategic location and this
beneﬁt can only be fully exploited to our advantage through
the development of a strong navy for effective seaward
defence and acting as a source of security for national and
international trade plying off our coast. The Navy can thus
be instrumental in translating the strategic location of our
country into meaningful effects and promoting the national
cause. Seaward security of Gwadar port and the CPEC is of
greater signiﬁcance than security on land due to its strategic
and
economic
implications.
Through
effective
implementation of PN envisioned plans and strategies, PN

shall continue to protect the nation’s maritime interests and
maintain required deterrence.
Pakistan Allows Russia Use Of Gwadar Port
Source:Geo News
26th November 2016

ASHGABAT: Pakistan has decided to accord approval to the
Russian request for using the Gwadar Port for its exports as
Moscow has also showed its willingness to be part of the
China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
Following Iran and Turkmenistan, Russia has also decided
to use the Gwadar Port for trade to have an access to warm
waters, a top ofﬁcial privy to the development told The
News. On top of it, Russia also wants to join the CPEC to
reap the maximum dividends. In addition, Russia aspires to
develop strategic defence ties with Pakistan. Islamabad has
moved forward with a green signal allowing Russia to use
the Gwadar Port for trade.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif is on a two-day visit to
Turkmenistan. During an informal chat with the journalists,
after meeting with Turkmenistan President Gurbanguly
Berdymukhamedow, he said that many countries wanted to
join CPEC as half of the world would beneﬁt from the
project.
He announced building railways, road and ﬁber-optic along
with Turkmenistan-Pakistan-Afghanistan-India (TAPI)
1,680-kilometer-long gas pipeline to enhance connectivity
between South Asia and Central Asia for the beneﬁt of about
half of the world population living in this part of the world.
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif had a 100-minute-long
meeting
with
Turkmen
President
Gurbanguly
Berdymukhamedow who disregarding the protocol came to
his hotel for having a meeting with him.
The prime minister in his back-to-back meetings would
attend an international conference on connectivity and
transport and would have meetings with the world leaders
reaching here for the conference.
The prime minister is here for taking a leap forward by
extending the beneﬁts of the CPEC to the Central Asian
States. He welcomed the Russian Federation’s interest in
becoming part of the CPEC and maintained that Pakistan
would welcome participation of any country in the gigantic
project. He vowed that the CPEC would guarantee the
prosperity of Pakistan and assured the people that in about
10 to 15 years time, Pakistan would become an afﬂuent
country where the prosperity would become households. He
said that TAPI would supply 400 billion cubic feet gas to the
three member states in which Pakistan’s share would be
three hundred billion feet of gas.
The two leaders also reviewed progress on the TAPI and
expressed hope that it would ultimately fulﬁll Pakistan’s
needs for gas and energy. He reminded that Pakistan, China,
India and countries of the Central Asia and South Asia have
about three billion people constituting about half of the
world. He recalled that President Gurbanguly
Berdymukhamedow visited Pakistan early this year and now
he had come to Ashgabat. “I have invited the president to
visit Pakistan and stressed the need for alternatively visiting
each other countries regularly. I have developed close
personal
friendship
with
President
Gurbanguly

Berdymukhamedow,” the prime minister said to a query
that Pakistan and Turkmenistan would have air links as
soon the PIA performance was further improved. President
Gurbanguly said that Turkmenistan wanted improved road
links between the two countries so that his country should
be able to export through Gwadar and Karachi ports. Prime
Minister said TAPI, which is the largest gas project in the
region, would help meet the gas demand in Pakistan.
He said that CPEC would bring progress to the entire region.
He said besides cooperation in bilateral relations, regional
and international issues were also discussed during the
meeting with the Turkmen president. He said friendship
between Pakistan and Turkmenistan was strengthening
with the passage of time. He said the top leadership of the
two countries should meet every year.
Earlier, the prime minister was received by the deputy prime
minister of Turkmenistan and high ofﬁcials of Pakistani
Embassy.
During his stay, the prime minister will attend Global
Conference on Sustainable Transport being held under the
auspices of the United Nations. The Conference will discuss
promotion and role of sustainable transport towards
achievement of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development. Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif would present
his vision about connectivity and development of
infrastructure. The United Nations Secretary General
(UNSG) Ban-ki-Moon, Afghan President Ashraf Ghani will
also be present in the conference. Adviser to the Prime
Minister Irfan Siddiqui, Special Assistant to the Prime
Minister on Foreign Affairs Syed Tariq Fatemi and Secretary
to Prime Minister (SPM) Fawad Hasan Fawad are the part
of Pakistan entourage.
Earlier the sources in Islamabad suggested that Russian
desire to be part of CPEC and use Gwadar Port indicated a
new alignment in relations after decades’ sour ties between
Pakistan and Russia. It was being branded a welcoming
development and the ice had melted to this effect in the
recent meeting of spy masters of both the countries that was
held in Islamabad.
Alexander Bortnikov, chief of Russian Intelligence Federal
Security Services and former chief of KGB, in recent days
visited Islamabad after 14 years and held meetings with
intelligence and defence top ofﬁcials. More importantly
Bortnikov also held crucial meeting with Pakistan’s spy
master — ISI chief Lt General Rizwan Akhter. While talking
to journalists, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, who is on twoday visit to Turkmenistan, also welcomed the Russian
decision to join CPEC.
However, in the meetings of Alexander Bortnikov with top
ofﬁcials of Pakistan requested to join CPEC and in return
Pakistan gave positive signal allowing Russian to go for
trade through Gwadar and to have access to warm water. In
this regard the formal agreements will be signed between the
two countries in the months to come.
With the desire of Turkmenistan and Iran for utilizing
Gwadar Port for gas export will make the port international
energy corridor. Pakistan, the ofﬁcial said, would not only
get the transit fee, but would also earn from the facilities

such as LNG terminal. “So much so, Pakistan will also be
able to get more intake of LNG, if required,” he said. “If the
gas trade of both the countries through Gwadar Port gets
materialised, this will boost the image of the port to new
high.”Managing Director of Inter-State Gas System Mobin
Saulat conﬁrmed the development saying that the desire by
both the gas producing countries was a welcoming
development as in case it happened it would be win-win
situation for all stakeholders --- Turkmenistan, Iran and
Pakistan. Pakistan will earn a lot for giving the transit to gas
of Tukeministan and Iran. Likewise it will also earn in the
case of Russia, too.

Iranian President Hasan Rohani, during meeting with
Premier Nawaz Sharif on the sidelines of the United Nations
in September last, expressed his desire that Chabahar port
be made sister port of Gwadar. Nawaz Sharif said once the
rail and road networks were commissioned, the cargo will
travel all the way to Gwadar Port thus creating a solid
linkage between South Asia and Central Asia. Not only that
a part of this cargo would be consumed in regional countries
but new cargo would also be generated by them to be sent to
other states. About TAPI, he said Pakistan and India were
making equal ﬁnancial contribution to the gas pipeline
project while Afghanistan was contributing 700 million
dollars.

TAPI-CPEC Harmonisation Can Multiply Beneﬁts
Source:The Nation
26th November 2016

ASHGABAT - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif is on a mega
mission to Turkmenistan, where the world leaders have
ﬂocked to the Global Conference on Sustainable Transport.
The mission is to convince the region and beyond of the
unimaginable development beneﬁts that could be accrued
quite easily from the complementation of two ongoing mega
regional projects – TAPI gas pipeline and the CPEC.
Ahead of the conference, being jointly sponsored by
Turkmenistan and the United Nations in this capital city
today, Premier Nawaz held a meeting with the
Turkmenistan President Gurbanguly Berdymukhamedov
here Friday and discussed matters of bilateral and regional
interests, especially the Turkmenistan-AfghanistanPakistan-India (TAPI) gas pipeline.
Earlier, talking to media persons accompanying him,
Premier Nawaz termed his two-day visit to the friendly state
a ﬁrst step to link Central Asia with South Asia via the TAPI
that would develop all countries en-route economically.
He said it would not just be a gas pipeline as rail and road
network would also be built along the route, besides laying
ﬁber optic communication line. He said half of the world's
population is in this region and the transformation of such a
huge chunk of human beings would bring about a revolution
in their life economically.The prime minister said he would
convince the region of the incredible beneﬁts of
harmonising the TAPI with the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC), a multi-billion multi-faceted project that
connects southern China with Pakistan’s southern ports of
Gwadar and Karachi.
To a question, the Premier said not only Russia but many
other countries of the region have expressed their
willingness to join the mega projects and added that
Pakistan welcomed Russian initiative and would also
welcome new entrants that would enhance the area of
coverage of the project.
Neighboring Iran has already made a formal request to be
made part of the CPEC, which has already been ofﬁcially
inaugurated with a huge caravan starting from China to
reach Gwader and the onward shipment of cargo to the
world destinations.

After his meeting with Turkmenistan President Gurbanguly
Berdymukhamedov, PM Nawaz termed it both bilateral as
well as multilateral in nature and extent. "Turkmenistan
President and I have become very close friends and we have
decided that we (the ofﬁcials of the two states) must meet
twice a year - once in Islamabad and once in Ashgabat", he
added. During the meeting, he told President Gurbanguly
that TAPI was a signiﬁcant project which would help in
meeting the energy needs of its member countries.
He also told him that the CPEC would usher in a new era of
prosperity in Pakistan and in the entire region. The future of
the region's population was linked with CPEC, he said, and
added that Pakistan would welcome if any country was
interested in joining this mega project.
Safeguarding Vital Links In Sea Trade
Source:The News
21st November 2016

Nothing encapsulates, and perhaps embodies the spirit of
globalisation better than world trade, most of which is
carried out via the medium of the sea. Maritime trade can
thus be said to be the pivot around which the global economy
as well as our collective social well-being actually revolves.
The biggest breakthrough by far occurred in 1957 when the
ﬁrst dedicated container-carrying vessel put to sea. It made
an indelible and immediate impact on world trade by not
only making transoceanic trade proﬁtable but by completely
transforming a system that was seen as slow and unwieldy
into an efﬁcient one. More than 90% of general cargo is
currently being transported in containers.
As maritime trade ﬂourishes, it is but natural for challenges
to crop up in its wake. These take the form of piracy,
poaching, environmental degradation, narco-smuggling,
gun-running and human trafﬁcking, and extends all the way
to terrorism at sea, which despite being a relatively recent
phenomenon, is potentially the most destructive and
disruptive. The modus operandi of criminal syndicates is to
preferably avoid direct confrontation with Law Enforcement
Agencies (LEAs) by working under the radar in a medium so
vast that it makes effective policing difﬁcult anyway. It is
however no secret that proceeds so generated through illegal
activities at sea can and do ﬁnd their way into funding
terrorism.

Port Of Hamburg Reports Slow Growth In 2016

India Eyes Development Of New Ports

Source: Shipping Watch
25th November 2016

Source: World Maritime News
17th November 2016

The Port of Hamburg reports slow overall growth in the ﬁrst
nine months of the year. Increasing volumes from Russia
were offset by weakened trade with Sweden and Poland in
particular.

India is looking to develop a number of new and small ports
for commercial shipping transportation, according to data
released by India’s Ministry of Shipping. Based on the trafﬁc
and cargo scenario of the country’s twelve Major Ports, a
master plan has been prepared for expansion of port
capacity, which includes a number of new ports. Namely, it
is understood that India’s Kolkata Port proposed the
development of a port at Sagar Island, West Bengal, in an
effort to reduce the constraints including long river
navigation, available draft navigation due to persistent
siltation and high dredging cost. Projected trafﬁc is to be
around 3.5 million tons per annum in 2020 increasing to
around 27 million tons in 2035.

European Shipping Industry Should Not Ignore
China's OBOR Project
Source: World Maritime News
16th November 2016

The European shipping industry cannot afford to ignore
China’s One Belt One Road (OBOR) policy, dubbed the
biggest event of the 21st Century, which is set to redeﬁne
trade patterns between Asia and Europe with enormous
impact on the maritime sector, according to international
law ﬁrm Ince & Co.
The USD 1.2 trillion OBOR project refers to the Silk Road
Economic Belt (the Belt), an overland network connecting
China to Europe and the Middle East through Central Asia
and Russia, and the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road (the
Road), a maritime route connecting ports in Asia, Africa and
the Mediterranean. OBOR is expected to have a signiﬁcant
impact on the shipping industry, driven by substantial
Chinese investment in maritime infrastructure, as 67
overseas loan commitments “have been put in place and
many are along important sea routes, from Asia to Africa
and Europe, reinforcing Beijing’s maritime ambitions,”
David Beaves, Partner at Ince & Co’s Hong Kong ofﬁce, said.
He added that the goal of the Maritime Silk Road is to
diversify China’s trade routes, increasing market access to
Europe and the US through the Suez Canal. Encompassing
65 countries, 60% of the world’s population and a collective
GDP equivalent to 33% of the world’s economy, the level of
investment planned by OBOR will also require a sound legal
framework that embraces regulatory requirements, cultural
considerations and dispute resolution.
For example, Beaves noted that “the development of
multilateral co-ordination on freedom of navigation is
essential, as is a framework that can cut across all 36
countries on the Maritime Road.” However, Beaves believes
that although there is a reasonable level of awareness of
OBOR, it is far from being properly understood. “In
particular, the European shipping industry can’t afford to
ignore the biggest event of the 21st Century. Europe should
not view OBOR as some giant leap forward, but as one in a
series of steps aimed at fostering closer engagement. China’s
economy is too big and too deeplyintegrated with the rest of
the world to be ignored or misunderstood in this way,”
Beaves said.

Additionally, V. O. Chidambaranar Port proposed the
construction of a port in Enayam near Colachel, Tamil Nadu.
Detailed Project Report (DPR) for the site is currently under
preparation and the ﬁrst container berth in Phase-I is
expected to be operational by December 2020.
Furthermore, Paradip Port Trust suggested the
development of Paradip Outer Harbour in Odisha, which
would increase the port’s capacity from from 140 to 250
million tons per annum by 2020. Techno-Economic
Feasibility Report (TEFR) for the Paradip Outer Harbour
upgrade has been prepared and a Detailed Project Report
(DPR) is expected to be completed by the end of May 2017.
Empty Container Repositioning Costs Shipping
Industry Up to $20 Billion Per Year
Source: World Maritime News
16th November 2016

Repositioning empty containers costs the shipping industry
$15-$20bn a year – up to 8% of a shipping line’s operating
costs – according to Boston Consulting Group (BCG). At this
week’s Intermodal Europe event in Rotterdam, Johannes
Schlingmeier, a consultant at BCG, said the huge number of
empty container movements across the globe accounted for
15% of all box movements in the US, 14% in Latin America,
29% in Europe, 16% in the Middle East and 25% in China.
Speaking to The Loadstar, Mr Schlingmeier’s colleague,
Christian Roeloffs, said the problem arose from a mixture of
structural trade imbalances and liner and network
inefﬁciency. “Against structural imbalances – such as those
seen in an economy that exports more, China’s, for instance
– little can be done,” he said
Hanjin Shipping Sells Paciﬁc Business To Korea
Line For $31 Million

Source: Reuters
22nd November 2016

South Korea’s Hanjin Shipping Co Ltd said on Tuesday it
decided to sell part of its container ship business to Korea
Line Corp for 37 billion Korean won ($31.38 million). Korea
Line will buy Hanjin’s Paciﬁc routes shipping business,
relevant client management information, units in seven
countries including the United States, China and Vietnam,
as well as assets and manpower related to logistics systems,
Hanjin said in a regulatory ﬁling. Hanjin said the sale, which
will be completed on Jan. 5, 2017, is to secure funds to pay
off creditors. Hanjin applied for court receivership in late
August after banks denied further ﬁnancial support for the
troubled shipper. ($1 = 1,179.1100 Korean won) (Reporting
by Jeong-eun Lee, writing by Joyce Lee, editing by G
Crosse).
Shipping Market’s Recent
Commodities’ Speculators

Rally

Fuelled

By

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
24th November 2016

The latest rally in the shipping freights’ markets, not to
mention shipping stocks is yet another sign of the rate of
integration between the once isolated shipping industry,
with the world’s ﬁnancial markets and traders. It is now
more apparent than ever, that freight rates have much to do
with supply and demand, but also with speculative moves in
the commodities’ markets.
In its latest weekly report, shipbroker Allied Shipbroking
noted that “we have all borne witness to the sluggish pace of
trade growth witnessed during the course of the past 4 years
as well as the even slower pace noted within to 2016. Given
the glut in tonnage supply that has accumulated since 2011,
the shipping industry has found it very difﬁcult to ﬁnd a
stable foothold from where to keep itself in “normal
operations” and with viable earnings.
What made 2015 & 2016 so problematic is that the balance
between demand and supply went further off course as trade
growth almost came to an absolute halt. This growing
concern had been in part expressed in the worries that were
being voiced over the outcome of the U.S. elections, with
many prominent economists and economic analyst in major
organizations seeing a further deterioration of the situation
as major countries around the world start to turn to more
inward focused economic policies”.
Havila Shipping Sets Nov. 28 Deadline To Avoid
Bankruptcy
Source: Reuters
24th November 2016
Has received notice from secured bank lenders collectively
that they intend to accelerate relevant facilities, and roceed
with formal acceleration notices imminently. Has concluded
that restructuring proposal as set out in stock exchange
notice dated Nov. 9 is only viable alternative to a bankruptcy

The proposal was rejected by bondholders on Nov. 23 Says
board of directors has set a deadline by 1400 GMT on Nov.
28 at the latest to obtain the required support from all
stakeholders. Havila's secured bank lenders are DNB,
Danske Bank, Swedbank, Nordea, Sparebank 1 SMN,
Sparebank 1 Soere Sunnmoere, Sparebank 1 SR-Bank and
DVB Bank, as well as Garantiinstituttet for Eksportkreditt
and Eksportkreditt Norge.
Taiwan: Government Plans Nt$560bn To Help
Shipping Companies
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
24th November 2016

The government is planning to provide NT$560 billion
(US$17.57 billion) to help the nation’s shipping ﬁrms
survive a global downturn in the marine transport industry,
the Ministry of Transportation and Communications said
yesterday. Deputy Minister of Transportation and
Communications Wang Kwo-tsai said that it proposed the
plan after conferring with ofﬁcials from the Ministry of
Finance, the Financial Supervisory Commission, the
Ministry of Economic Affairs, the National Development
Council and the Bankers Association of the Republic of
China, as well as shipping industry representatives.
“The nation relies on shipping ﬁrms to transport goods that
come in large quantities, which is key to the nation’s
economic development,” Wang said. “We have submitted
the plan to the Executive Yuan for ﬁnal approval so that it
can be quickly implemented to help shipping ﬁrms battle the
worldwide slump in the industry.” “The bankruptcy of
[South Korean ﬁrm] Hanjin Shipping [Co Ltd] in August has
caused many of its ships, as well as the goods they carried,
to be detained by port authorities around the world,” he said.
“We see how people had to ﬁgure out ways to salvage their
goods stranded at sea…
The incident shows us that the government has to provide
support to the industry before the damage becomes
uncontrollable.” Wang said that the industry is expected to
recover within two years. He said that ﬁnancial institutions
can offer a credit line of up to NT$500 billion to boost the
overall economy, while the National Development Council
has offered NT$60 billion for mid to long-term loans, which
is speciﬁcally to ﬁnance shipping ﬁrms facing stress. Wang
said that the government is taking extra steps to sustain
shipping ﬁrms in the nadir of a cyclical industry.
The government plans to reduce pier access fees, while the
Bankers Association has agreed to extend deadlines for
shipping ﬁrms to pay back mortgages. Wang said the
challenges facing the shipping industry mean there is an
urgent need for a comprehensive upgrade. Shipping prices
for packaged and unpackaged goods have hit all-time low
this year, he said.

Canada Mulls Options To Fill Icebreaker Gaps
Source: Marine Link
18th November 2016

In order to maintain open tracks through ice, escort ships,
free ice-beset vessels, break up ice in harbors, resupply
isolated northern communities and protect them from
ﬂooding, the Canadian Coast Guard operates a ﬂeet of 14
vitally important icebreakers, many of which are nearing the
end of their operating lives. Some, built as far back as the
1960s and 1970s, have already exceeded their intended years
of service. As the ﬂeet continues to age, the Coast Guard is
forced to rely on maintenance, repairs and modiﬁcations to
help keep its older vessels operational, though it often comes
at the cost of removing them from duty, sometimes for
months at a time.
With replacement icebreakers on the horizon, being built in
Vancouver Shipyards (VSY) under the National
Shipbuilding Strategy (NSS) and expected for delivery in the
2020s, Canada’s federal government is in the meantime
seeking input from the marine industry on options for ﬁlling
the Coast Guard’s interim needs. “The NSS is a long-term
approach to shipbuilding,” said Judy Foote, Minister of
Public Services and Procurement Canada (PSPC). “Pending
the arrival of new vessels being built under the strategy, we
recognize the Canadian Coast Guard may require interim
solutions.”
PSPC therefore issued a request for information (RFI) on
behalf of the Canadian Coast Guard, which in addition to
seeking input on icebreaking services, also asks for input on
bringing the Coast Guard’s capacity to tow oceangoing
vessels to world-class standing as part of efforts to
strengthen its marine pollution response capability. “We are
exploring options to ﬁll potential capacity gaps in the ﬂeet to
ensure that the Coast Guard continues to provide these
critical vital services for people who live and work on our
waterways. We are also improving marine safety and tow
capability which are key elements of the Government of
Canada’s Oceans Protection Plan,” said Dominic LeBlanc,
Minister of Fisheries, Oceans and the Canadian Coast
Guard.
Industry responses to the RFI will inform Coast Guard
decisions on how to best ﬁll potential capability gaps and
ensure continuity of service. “Engaging in dialogue with
industry will help determine the best way to gain economic
beneﬁts from procurement,” said Navdeep Bains, Minister
of Innovation, Science, and Economic Development.
“Through this RFI we will get valuable advice on how to
optimize procurement practices to drive job creation and
foster a more prosperous middle class.”

Us Navy Says It Won't Buy Any More $800,000
Shells For New Destroyer
Source: USA Today
18th November 2016

It may be time to consign the $800,000-per-shell cost of the
new destroyer USS Zumwalt's long-range ammunition to
that dubious list of Pentagon-procured $640 toilet seats,
$37 screws and $436 hammers.
The Navy has reportedly balked at the price and isn’t
planning to buy more. Navy spokeswoman Capt. Thurraya
S. Kent, without addressing the price issue, would say only
that “to address evolving threats and mission requirements,
the Navy is evaluating industry projectile solutions
(including conventional and hypervelocity projectiles) that
can also meet the DDG 1000 deployment schedule and could
potentially be used as an alternative to LRLAP.” DDG 1000
is the Navy designation of the Zumwalt. LRLAP refers to the
Long Range Land-Attack Projectile.In a follow-up email,
Kent clariﬁed that she had not said the Navy has abandoned
the LRLAP.
Defense News, quoting an unnamed Navy ofﬁcial, broke the
story that the long-range shells for the newest U.S. Navy
destroyer, named after Vietnam-era Chief of Naval
Operations Elmo R. Zumwalt, are too expensive at
$800,000 each, and no more will be purchased.
IMO’s Maritime Safety Committee (MSC), 97th
Session Begins
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
22nd November 2016

It is a great pleasure for me to welcome you to the ninetyseventh session of the Maritime Safety Committee. I extend
a particular welcome to those of you who are attending the
Committee for the ﬁrst time. Allow me ﬁrst to comment
brieﬂy on general matters of importance to the work of this
Organization. Our traditional World Maritime Day
celebration took place here, in our headquarters building, on
29 September. We have used every opportunity throughout
this year to widen awareness of the chosen theme “Shipping:
Indispensable to the world”, and the annual parallel event,
held in Istanbul, Turkey from 4 to 6 November. For 2017, we
will build on this theme by focussing on the linkage between
ships, ports, and people.
Shipping today transports more than 80 per cent of global
trade to peoples and communities all over the world. It
provides a dependable, low-cost means of transporting
goods globally, facilitating commerce and helping to create
prosperity among nations and peoples. A safe, secure, and
efﬁcient international shipping industry is indispensable to
the modern world – and this is provided by the measures

and standards developed and maintained by this
Organization.
But today I also want to look beyond IMO’s day-to-day
functions and talk to you about what the future might hold
for the Organization – in particular, about its place in a more
cohesive and connected scheme of global ocean governance.
Today, we live in a global society which is supported by a
global economy. The potential beneﬁts are clear: growth can
be accelerated and prosperity more widespread; skills and
technology can be more evenly dispersed, and both
individuals and countries can take advantage of previously
unimagined economic opportunities. The broader challenge
we all face is how to ensure future growth can be achieved
sustainably; how to ensure that globalization becomes a
positive force for all the world’s people, and not for just a
privileged few.

state exact technical solutions based on traditions and
experiences gained back in time when ships were coal-ﬁred.
Today, the IMO has the ambition of adopting regulations
based, inter alia, on research and physical principles and
making it possible to construct new solutions that have not
been seen before. Denmark supports this since we are
working actively to make regulation goal-based and
function-based rather than to promote technology-neutral
regulation and innovation, thus giving Blue Denmark the
best possibilities of using its competences in global
competition.” Denmark advocates achieving as high a safety
level as technically possible, and what is to be considered in
the IMO is exactly about what is technically possible when
room must still be available on board for goods and
passengers and when the ship is, for example, to enter
existing ferry berths.

So, beyond its traditional regulatory function, how does
IMO ﬁt into this broader picture? As part of the United
Nations family, IMO is actively supporting the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development that world leaders pledged to
support last year. I have said many times that shipping and
related maritime activities are essential components of
future sustainable growth for the earth’s 7 billion-plus
inhabitants. But the search for growth in this sector – blue
growth – is a balancing act. The overall health of the seas
and oceans themselves is clearly a cause for concern. As a
maritime community, we need to ensure that growth is
coordinated and planned, with input from all relevant
stakeholders, and that opportunities for synergies are
identiﬁed and taken, while at the same time act proactively
to ensure that safety, security and protection of the
environment.

Russian Federation Navy's Northern
Performs Trials of Its Newest Warships

In the meantime, IMO Member States must strive to better
implement the measures that we have already agreed. At a
time of economic downturn and instability, it is critical that
Member Governments and industry resist the temptation to
cut corners to save money at the expense of safety, security
and the marine environment. Looking at the progress made
so far in the Organization, we have to be proud. In the course
of the weekend, some news came to my attention on the
collision, in the English Channel, between the Hong Kong,
China ﬂagged general cargo ship Saga Sky and a barge. I
would like to express my deep sense of relief concerning the
rather fortunate ending of this event. The professionalism of
the seafarers and the rescue services involved are highly
commendable.
Passenger Ship Safety Level To Be Considered By
IMO
Source: Safety 4 sea
23rd November 2016

At the 97th session of the Maritime Safety Committee
(MSC), the IMO is taking a ﬁnal position on the choice
between two formulas which are part of the basis for
calculating how a passenger ship must be constructed in
order to have a sufﬁcient tolerance in case of damage that
results in a hole in the hull. Director Per Sønderstrup from
the Danish Maritime Authority says: ”The formulas reﬂect
that the IMO no longer adopts very detailed regulations that

Fleet

Source: Port News
21st November 2016

Missile units of the Northern Fleet have performed 38
launches of cruise sea- and ground-based missiles as well as
3 launches of sea-based intercontinental ballistic missiles,
says press center of RF Defence Ministry. In total, the
servicemen have performed about 150 missile ﬁring
exercises and that exceeds results of the previous year by 1.6
times. The missile launches have been carried out in course
of the scheduled activities of the combat training as well as
trials of newest warships, which the Russian Navy had been
equipped with. According to the Northern Fleet Commander
Vice-Admiral Nikolay Yevmenov, intensity and quality of
missile ﬁring, which was performed in 2016, conﬁrms the
high level of personnel training of the missile and artillery
units of the Northern Fleet. Cruise missile launches were
carried out by crews of nuclear missile submarines, diesel
submarines, surface ships, and coastal missile squadrons.
Within the training year, missile units of the Northern Fleet
carried out launches of Sineva and Bulava intercontinental
ballistic missiles as well as Granit, Moskit, Malakhit,
Progress, Termit, Kalibr and Onyx cruise missiles.
The Most Expensive in US Navy History, Breaks
Down In The Panama Canal
Source: Boston globe
23rd November 2016

The most expensive destroyer ever built for the Navy
suffered an engineering problem in the Panama Canal and
had to be towed to port. U.S. Third Fleet spokesman Cmdr.
Ryan Perry said a vice admiral directed the USS Zumwalt to
remain at ex-Naval Station Rodman in Panama to address
the issues, which arose on Monday. The ship was built at
Bath Iron Works in Maine and is on its way to San Diego.
‘‘The schedule for the ship will remain ﬂexible to enable
testing and evaluation in order to ensure the ship’s safe
transit to her new home port in San Diego,’’ Perry said in a
statement. USNI News, a publication of the U.S. Naval
Institute, reported on its website that the ship was in the
canal when it lost propulsion.

ACTIVITY AT KARACHI PORT (16-30 November 2016)
Date
16-Nov-16
17-Nov-16
18-Nov-16
19-Nov-16
22-Nov-16
23-Nov-16
24-Nov-16
25-Nov-16
26-Nov-16
29-Nov-16
30-Nov-16

Import in Tonnes

Export in Tonnes

Total

131,103
134,199
171,204
96,078
340,388
208,173
166,666
87,194
97,523
83,575
102,534

46,951
48,426
34,198
13,355
42,910
24,739
38,208
45,582
24,125
65,765
45,014

178,054
182,625
205,402
109,433
383,298
232,912
204,874
132,776
121,648
149,340
147,548

1,618,637

429,273

2,047,910

Fortnightly
Total

ACTIVITY AT PORT QASIM (16-30 November 2016)
Date
18-Nov-16
19-Nov-16
22-Nov-16
23-Nov-16
24-Nov-16
25-Nov-16
26-Nov-16
29-Nov-16
30-Nov-16
Fortnightly Total

Import in Tonnes

Export in Tonnes

Total

74,275
77,622
76,183
80,367
89,710
94,573
92,130
68,366
57,967

43,470
71,654
2,774
52,979
27,770
26,217
50,418
18,050
30,400

117,745
149,276
78,957
133,346
117,480
120,790
142,548
86,416
88,367

711,193

323,732

1,034,925

Source: Business Recorder

Irish Shipping Volumes Up 2% During Q3 2016
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
17th November 2016

The latest quarterly iShip Index, published by the Irish
Maritime Development Ofﬁce (IMDO) shows that shipping
and port activity in the Republic of Ireland rose by 2% in the
third quarter of 2016 when compared to the corresponding
period of 2015. According to the latest iShip Index*
published by the Irish Maritime Development Ofﬁce
(IMDO), shipping and port activity in the Republic of
Ireland rose by 2% in the third quarter of 2016 when
compared to the corresponding period of 2015. At 940, the
iShip index has registered its highest ﬁgure in any Q3 period
since records began in 2007. The latest analysis indicates
that four of the ﬁve principal freight segments grew in the
third quarter of 2016. Unitised trafﬁc – which consists of
Roll-on/Roll-off (Ro/Ro) and Lift-on/Lift-off (Lo/Lo) trafﬁc
– continued to rise steadily. Unitised trafﬁc for this quarter
grew by 6% when compared to Q3 2015. The majority of
Ro/Ro trafﬁc moves between Ireland and Great Britain,
meaning this freight segment is a simple but reliable
indicator of the level of trade between both economies. The
Ro/Ro freight sector saw volume growth of 5% in the third
quarter. However, this is the fourth consecutive Q3 increase
in this freight category since 2012. As for Lo/Lo trafﬁc, this
has now seen three consecutive Q3 increases, the largest of
which (6%) has come this quarter. Both Lo/Lo imports and
exports performed strongly, rising by 5% and 7%
respectively. Overall, Lo/Lo laden trafﬁc in ROI increased
6% to 174,791 TEU. When reviewing unitised trafﬁc it is
worth noting that both Lo/Lo and Ro/Ro freight move in an
all-island setting. Therefore, when Northern Irish ports are
included, all-island Ro/Ro volume grew by 4% in Q3 2016,
while all-island Lo/Lo trafﬁc grew by 2%. All island trafﬁc in
the Lo/Lo sector has grown 4% since January 2016, with
imports rising 4% and exports 3% during that period. The
overall bulk trafﬁc segment saw tonnage volumes decrease
by 0.02%, excluding transshipments, when compared to the
previous year. This was driven primarily by a 10% drop-off
in liquid bulk as well as a 14% drop in coal. Break bulk, which
largely consists of imports of construction and project
related commodities, increased by 7%. There was a 3% rise
in Dry Bulk trafﬁc for Q3 2016 driven mainly by fertilizer.
This reﬂects the reality that a high degree of ﬂuctuation in
trafﬁc volume is typical in the Dry Bulk market when viewed
on a quarterly basis.
China Iron Ore Tumbles 7 Pct As Selloff Extends,
Steel Falls Further
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
17th November 2016

Iron ore futures in China slumped 7 percent on Wednesday,
falling sharply for a second session amid further losses in
steel prices as investors pared bullish bets in a commodity
still hit by excess supply. Weaker futures could again pull
down spot iron ore prices, which slid 6.5 percent on Tuesday
as Chinese buyers retreated after a rapid rally that lifted the
spot benchmark to a two-year high last week. The mosttraded January iron ore on the Dalian Commodity Exchange
was down 7 percent at 574 yuan ($84) a tonne by 0255 GMT
after falling as far as 565.50 yuan. It lost 6 percent on
Tuesday. The contract had raced to a 33-month peak of
656.50 yuan on Monday in a rally driven by speculative
investors in China. But they began cashing out of commodity
futures on Tuesday amid concerns regulators may tighten
curbs further to tame price swings. “It’s gone up so much
and it’s overbought so this retracement is very much
expected, it’s just that it’s very severe,” Kelly Teoh, iron ore
derivatives broker at Clarksons Platou Futures, said on the
drop in Dalian futures. Unlike coal whose price surge was
fueled by limited supply in China after the government shut
mines to curb a glut, stockpiles of iron ore at Chinese ports
remain near a two-year high. Imported iron ore stocked at
the ports stood at 107.75 million tonnes on Nov. 11, not far
below the previous week’s 108.6 million tonnes which was
the most since November 2014, according to data tracked by
SteelHome consultancy. Iron ore for delivery to China’s
Qingdao port fell 6.5 percent to $72.68 a tonne on Tuesday,
data from Metal Bulletin showed. The spot benchmark
touched $79.81 on Nov. 11, the highest since October 2014.
The rally in iron ore was also fueled by increased appetite
among Chinese mills for high-grade material so they can use
less coking coal. “We expect iron ore prices may trade at
elevated levels until year-end so long as coking coal prices
remain high. But that looks like something close to around
$60/tonne than current spot prices,” Commonwealth Bank
of Australia analyst Vivek Dhar said in a note. Steel futures
fell sharply for a third day running. Rebar on the Shanghai
Futures Exchange dropped 5 percent to 2,785 yuan a tonne.
Oil Demand Won't Peak Before 2040, Despite Paris
Deal: IEA
Source: Reuters
16th November 2016

The International Energy Agency expects global oil
consumption to peak no sooner than 2040, leaving its longterm forecasts for supply and demand unchanged despite
the 2015 Paris Climate Change Agreement entering into
force. The Paris accord to cut harmful emissions seeks to
wean the world economy off fossil fuels in the second half of
the century in an effort to limit the rise in average world
temperatures to "well below" 2 degrees Celsius (3.6
Fahrenheit) above pre-industrial times. But while demand
for oil to power passenger cars, for example, may drop, other
sectors may offset this fall.

"The difﬁculty of ﬁnding alternatives to oil in road freight,
aviation and petrochemicals means that, up to 2040, the
growth in these three sectors alone is greater than the
growth in global oil demand," the IEA said in its annual
World Energy Outlook.
From 2020, the European Union will impose much tougher
legislation to control vehicle emissions, which many expect
to quickly erode use of traditional fuels such as gasoline and
diesel, a major source of oil demand.In the report, the IEA
looks at three scenarios for oil supply and demand. Its
central, or "New Policies", scenario assumes signatory
countries will attempt to meet the requirements set by Paris,
as well as existing environmental legislation, while its "450
scenario" assumes signatories will adhere to the agreement
and oil demand will fall off sharply and the "current policies"
scenario does not factor in the Paris deal.
The IEA's central scenario assumes demand will reach 103.5
million barrels per day by 2040 from 92.5 million bpd in
2015, for which India will be the leading source of demand
growth and China will overtake the United States to become
the single largest oil-consuming nation.Overall, under the
New Policies scenario, the IEA said it sees non-OECD oil
demand growth running at the slowest pace for more than
20 years, but this would still be enough to offset a continued
fall in OECD country demand, which will be tempered by
policies aimed at improving vehicle fuel efﬁciency.
"In the New Policies Scenario, balancing supply and demand
requires an oil price approaching $80 a barrel in 2020 and
further gradual increases thereafter," the IEA said, leaving
its price forecast under this scenario unchanged from last
year's World Energy Outlook.
Australia’s Iron Ore Exports Post Marginal Growth
In September, Says ABS
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
18th November 2016

The most recent statistics released by the Australian Bureau
of Statistics (ABS) indicate that preliminary iron ore exports
by Australia recorded marginal growth during the month of
September this year. The year-to-date exports too were
higher when matched with the previous year.As per ABS
data, the country’s preliminary iron ore exports from
various ports totaled 68.733 million tonnes (Mt) during the
month, marginally higher by 1.1% when matched with the
exports of 68.014 Mt during September 2015. The value of
exports jumped higher by 8.5% year-on-year from $3.237
billion in September last year to $3.513 billion this year. The
average export price surged higher by 7.4% to $51.10 per
tonne. The exports had averaged at $47.6 per tonne during
September last year. Among ports, Port Hedland exported
40.345 Mt, accounting for nearly 59% of the country’s total
exports. The other major loading ports by volume are Port
Walcott (14.156 Mt) and Dampier (10.188 Mt).
The non-agglomerated iron ore exports totaled 68.508 Mt
in Sep ‘16, marginally higher by less than 1% when compared
with the exports of 67.941 Mt during September last year.

The value of non-agglomerated exports surged higher by
8.1% year-on-year from $3.233 billion to $3.494 billion
during the month. The average price of export was up by
7.2% from $47.6 per tonne to $51.0 per tonne. The major
ports that accounted for non-agglomerated iron ore export
during the month were: Port Hedland (40.345 Mt), Port
Walcott (14.156 Mt) and Dampier (10.118 Mt). According to
ABS data, the country shipped agglomerated iron ore only
through Port Latta. The exports totaled 225,000 tonnes in
Sep ‘16, signiﬁcantly higher by over 200% when matched
with 73,000 tonnes during the same month last year.
The cumulative iron ore exports by the country during the
initial nine-month period of the year totaled 594.979 million
tonnes, modestly higher by 4.6% when matched with the
568.714 million tonnes exported during January to
September in 2015. However, the value of exports dropped
by 4.1% from $28.788 billion to $27.609 billion. Over the
period, export price dropped sharply to $46.4 per tonne. The
exports by the country had averaged at $50.6 per tonne
during the nine-month period in 2015. Port Hedland
accounted for nearly 57% of the country’s exports during this
period. The shipments from the port totaled 336.107 Mt.
The other main loading ports were Port Walcott (126.774
Mt) and Dampier (94.690 Mt). The non-agglomerated iron
ore exports totaled 592.936 Mt in Jan-Sep ‘16, marginally
higher by 4.6% when compared with the exports of 567.034
Mt during January to September last year. However, the
value of non-agglomerated exports declined by 4.1% yearon-year from $28.666 billion to $27.479 billion during the
nine-month period. The average price of export too has
dropped by 8.3% from $50.6 per tonne to $46.3 per tonne.
The key ports that accounted for bulk of the nonagglomerated iron ore export during this period were: Port
Hedland (336.107 Mt), Port Walcott (126.774 Mt) and
Dampier (94.690 Mt).
As per data, the country shipped agglomerated iron ore only
through Port Latta and Whyalla. The exports totaled 2.043
Mt in Jan-Sep ‘16, signiﬁcantly higher by nearly 22% when
matched with the exports of 1.680 Mt during the same
period last year.
World’s Top Miner Expects Iron Ore, Coal Price
Surge To Cool
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
18th November 2016

BHP Billiton Ltd., the world’s biggest miner, expects soaring
prices of iron ore and coking coal to moderate even as China
pushes ahead with efforts to restructure its steel sector.
Prices have been supported in recent months by restocking
and short-term supply disruptions, Chief Executive Ofﬁcer
Andrew Mackenzie told reporters Thursday in Brisbane
following the company’s annual meeting. Iron ore has
jumped 66 percent this year to rebound from three straight
annual declines, while coking coal has surged about 295
percent.
China’s determination to push through with restructuring in
its steel and coal sectors, and the nation’s increasing
willingness to favor imports over domestic material, has

buoyed prices alongside other short-term catalysts,
according to Mackenzie. “The reality is that once some of
things go through, unless we see more supply disruptions,
the market fundamentals would suggest some of those
current numbers will drift back,” he said. Oil and natural gas
are better placed to deliver gains into 2018, Mackenzie said
last month.
OPEC Secretary General Predicts End Of Low Oil
Prices
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
18th November 2016

The prolonged period of low oil prices is possibly at its ﬁnal
stage, OPEC Secretary General Mohammed Barkindo said
on Thursday after talks with Venezuelan President Nicolas
Maduro in Caracas. “As President Maduro said, we became
witnesses to the worst cycle of low oil prices in the last 60
years,” Venezolana de Television quoted Barkindo as saying.
“This period continues, and we are possible at its ﬁnal
stage,” he added. He noted that all oil producing countries
felt the negative effect of decreasing prices for
hydrocarbons, and thanked Maduro for the big contribution
to “the process of strengthening the oil market.” On
September 28, OPEC member-states reached an agreement
to limit the average daily oil production to 32.5-33 million
barrels at the informal meeting within the International
Energy Forum in Algiers.
Dryships Unable To Explain 1500% Stock Price
Surge
Source: GCaptian
17th November 2016

DryShips on Thursday said it has raised $20 million through
a registered direct offering but otherwise cannot explain the
meteoric rise in the price of its stock since Donald Trump
was elected President. DryShips, an international owner of
drybulk carriers and offshore support vessels, has been the
focal point of U.S.-listed shipping stocks’ unprecedented
rally since last Tuesday’s election. The company’s shares,
which were trading at just $4.56 on election day, shot up
1,500% to over $100 per share by Tuesday before trading of
the stock was suspended by NASDAQ amid a request for
more information from the company as to what may have
caused the spike. Shares of the company’s stock remained
suspend throughout the day on Wednesday at a price of $73.
China Steel Exports To Remain High In 2017:
Report
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
18th November 2016

China’s steel exports will remain high in 2017 due to ﬂat
consumption
domestically
and
slow
capacity
rationalization, a recent report pointed out, forecasting
exports at 100 million tons next year. International rating
agency Fitch expects Chinese apparent steel consumption to
remain between 700 and 705 million tons next year,
reﬂecting
decelerating
property
growth,
stable

infrastructure investment growth, and a favorable outlook
for Chinese automobile and appliance consumption.
On the other hand, capacity rationalization will remain a key
theme of the sector, with a target of 14 million to 27 million
tons annually until 2020. As a result, exports should remain
high in 2017 as Chinese producers continue to beneﬁt from
the yuan’s exchange rate and lower raw-material prices, the
report concludes. China’s over-supplied steel sector
experienced years of plunging prices and factory shutdowns
due to the sluggish economy. However, with encouragement
from the upward trend of prices from the beginning of this
year, many steel mills are resuming production.
Ofﬁcial data showed China’s crude steel production
increased 0.4 percent year on year to 603.78 million tons in
the January-September period.
Iron Ore To End 5-Wk Rally As Futures Slump;
China Demand Seen Capped
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
19th November 2016

Spot iron ore prices were headed for their ﬁrst weekly loss in
six on Friday, as sliding futures and signals of slower
Chinese demand for the steelmaking raw material pulled the
commodity away from a two-year high. Chinese iron ore
futures have fallen nearly 16 percent from Monday’s 33month peak as speculators pulled out of commodities
markets after exchanges hiked trading costs to rein in recent
sharp gains. “There’s a bit of cooling off in speculative
trading and when things settle down, people will look at
fundamentals,” said Argonaut Securities analyst Helen Lau.
Further, China’s efforts to address overcapacity in its
bloated steel sector suggests limited demand for iron ore
going forward, Lau added. The most-traded January iron
ore on the Dalian Commodity Exchange was down 1.6
percent at 554.50 yuan ($80) a tonne by midday. Those
losses could weigh on the spot iron ore benchmark which
stood at $73.55 a tonne on Thursday .IO62-CNO=MB,
according to Metal Bulletin. The spot iron ore benchmark
was up 1.6 percent from Wednesday, but has lost 7.9 percent
so far this week. It gained a record 23 percent last week to
touch $79.81 on Nov. 11, its highest level since October 2014.
In a bid to ﬁght pollution, China has ordered industrial
plants including steel mills to suspend production. The
country is focusing its efforts in the northern region where
the top steel producing province Hebei is located. Lau said
Hebei will suspend production of steel, coke and cement for
several days to combat pollution. On Friday, Xinhua News
reported the northern city of Shijiazhuang has suspended
factory production in seven industries until the end of the
year, including steel. If this capacity consolidation in China
continues or if these suspensions continue to affect steel
production, that certainly will cap demand for iron ore,” said
Lau. Other steelmaking raw material futures also dropped,
with coking coal falling 4.7 percent to 1,476 yuan a tonne and
coke down 1.7 percent at 2,006 yuan.
Price Dynamics Low On Impact
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
19th November 2016

Newbuilding prices have fallen fairly consistently since the
end of 2014, and this trend has continued in recent months.
Cutting newbuild prices can be an effective way for yards to
stimulate new orders, but this is not always the case. A range
of factors have dampened the impact of falling prices in 2016
so far, whilst other constraints may have limited the extent
of the cuts seen.
In recent times, the combination of weak demand for
newbuildings and excess shipyard capacity have caused
newbuild prices (assessed here in nominal terms) to fall to
levels not seen since around 2004. Although the scarcity of
orders makes it more difﬁcult to accurately gauge price
levels, there has been a clear downward trend this year in
the Newbuilding Price Index, which has fallen from 131
points at the start of the year to 124 points as of the end of
October. The most signiﬁcant decreases in newbuild prices
in 2016 so far have been in the tanker and containership
sectors, where contracting has dropped off sharply since the
end of 2015. The guide prices for a c.320,000 dwt VLCC and
c.8,800 TEU boxship have fallen 9% and 7% respectively
since then. The decline in bulkcarrier prices has been less
severe this year, but they have been on a downward trend for
a longer period, and the guide price for a c.180,000 dwt
Capesize has fallen by 22% since the end of 2014.
America’s On Track To Export A Record Volume Of
Shale Gas In November
Source: Gcaptian
18th November 2016

The U.S. is set to export a record number of cargoes of shale
gas this month.
Nine liqueﬁed natural gas tankers have departed or are
scheduled to leave Cheniere Energy Inc.’s Sabine Pass
terminal in November, already the most for any month since
exports began in February, according to ship-tracking data
compiled by Bloomberg and Genscape Inc. The exports
follow a massive shale boom in the U.S. that’s unleashed a
ﬂood of gas supplies from the Marcellus and Utica in the east
to the Eagle Ford in Texas. The country is on course to
become a net exporter of natural gas next year, a stark
turnaround from just a decade ago when it was facing a
shortage. “The continental U.S. becoming a net natural gas
exporter is a milestone of the U.S. energy revolution and
transition to ‘energy independence,’” Citigroup Inc. analysts
wrote in a note to clients on Wednesday. The Sabine Pass
complex in Louisiana has exported 40 cargoes totaling about
6.5 million cubic meters of LNG since February, Zach Allen,
president of Pan Eurasian Enterprises, said in a research
note. Cheniere, which became the nation’s ﬁrst and only
exporter of shale gas in February, was cleared by U.S.
regulators last month to start loading tankers from a second
plant at Sabine Pass.Cheniere didn’t immediately return
phone calls and e-mails seeking comment.
China Coal Output Drops 10.7% In Jan-October
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
21st November 2016

China’s coal output fell 10.7 percent year on year to 2.74
billion tons during the ﬁrst ten months of the year, data from
the National Bureau of Statistics showed. In October, coal
output dropped 12 percent year on year to 280 million tons,
according to the bureau. An increase in demand saw coal
imports rise 18.5 percent from a year earlier to 200 million
tons during the ten-month period, the bureau said. Coal
imports surged 55.3 percent year on year to 21.58 million
tons in October alone. Stockpiles at coal companies
amounted to 470 million tons at the end of October, down
14.5 percent year on year. China is the world’s largest
consumer of coal. The industry has long been plagued by
overcapacity and has felt the pinch over the past two years
as the economy cooled and demand fell. China is downsizing
its coal industry and plans to cut coal capacity by half a
billion tons in the next few years as cutting overcapacity is
one of the major tasks in the country’s supply-side structural
reform. By September over 80 percent of the country’s 250
million ton reduction target for the year had been met,
according to ofﬁcial data.
Oil May Rise To $55 If All Producers Cooperate –
Iran
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
21st November 2016

Iranian Oil Minister Bijan Zanganeh expressed optimism on
Saturday about an upcoming OPEC meeting and said crude
prices could jump to $55 (44.56 pounds) a barrel if an
agreement is reached and non-OPEC producers cooperate.
“We are receiving positive signals that increase the
likelihood of agreement at the meeting … and I’m optimistic
about the situation,” Zanganeh told state television by
telephone, after meeting OPEC Secretary-General
Mohammed Barkindo in Tehran ahead of the Nov. 30
meeting.“I think if we can reach an agreement, God willing,
the price would rapidly reach above $50 per barrel … If nonOPEC (producers) also cooperate, I don’t think $55 per
barrel would be out of reach.” Benchmark Brent crude rose
by 37 cents to $46.86 per barrel on Friday. Asked about an
OPEC proposal for an output cap of 3.92 million barrels per
day for Iran, Zanganeh said: “We have not reached any
agreement. We have expressed our views and we look
forward to explaining them.” The Organization of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries is moving closer towards
ﬁnalising its ﬁrst deal since 2008 to limit oil output, with
most members prepared to offer Iran signiﬁcant ﬂexibility
on production volumes, ministers and sources said on
Friday.Iran has been the main stumbling block for such a
deal because Tehran wants exemptions as it tries to regain
oil market share after the easing of Western sanctions in
January.
Asian Aluminum Suppliers Seek Bulk Carriers, Eye
Sales To The US
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
18th November 2016

Aluminum producer and trade sources in Asia said
Thursday they were eyeing sales in the US and had started
looking for bulk carriers.

A source at a trading house based in Singapore said sale of
Asian-origin aluminum to the US might be possible
depending on freight rates. The Platts US Transaction
premium was assessed at $173/mt delivered Midwest
Wednesday, which is equivalent to a premium of around
$120-$130/mt CIF excluding domestic freight cost of $40$50/mt. If bulk ships could be secured at $30-$40/mt,
selling to the US might be a better option than selling in Asia
at a premium of $60-$80/mt, the trader said. Other sources
said that selling in some markets such as Vietnam
commanded a premium of $75-$80/mt. Taiwan, where
China has a large market share, was suffering from low
demand for Western-grade aluminum and import premium
was lower. A global producer source, selling Asian
aluminum, said that sales to the US was certainly an option.
“I would expect supplies from the Middle Eastern, Russian
and South African producers to be heading to the US,” a
Japanese trader said. But not all producers had enough
cargoes to send to the US. A Middle Eastern producer source
said that spot cargoes were limited and the company’s focus
was Europe rather than the US.
Taiwan's Struggling Container Sector To Receive
$1.9 Billion In Government Support
Source: Asia/Paciﬁc News
18th November 2016

The Government of Taiwan Tuesday announced that it has
approved $1.9 billion in funding to provide support to the
country's struggling container shipping sector, The Wall
Street Journal reports. The package is said by sources to
include a credit line that will provide preferred interest rates
for the country's container carriers, speciﬁcally, Evergreen
Marine Corporation (Evergreen) and Yang Ming Marine
Transport Corporation (Yang Ming). The credit line is
anticipated to receive approval by the country's cabinet by
the end of November, said a source, noting that through the
new package, Evergreen and Yang Ming will be given access
to loans with annual interest rates of about 2.9 percent.
Sources are also reported to have said that Evergreen and
Yang Ming have explored a possible merger, but it was
concluded that such a tie up would be complicated by the
two companies' memberships in competing global shipping
alliances.
Canada Oil Sands Asia Export Dream Faces Port
Bottleneck
Source: Asia/Paciﬁc News
18th November 2016

The bullish view for Suncor Energy Inc, Cenovus Energy Inc
and other Canadian energy producers calls for Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau by next month to approve a major
pipeline expansion to the west coast, boosting sales of landlocked oil sands crude to Asia. But a growing number of
shipping brokers and physical oil traders warn that any new
inﬂux of oil will hit a bottleneck in Vancouver, because of the
port’s inability to accept the megaships that dominate oil
trade globally. This bottleneck marks one of the more under
appreciated hurdles facing Canadian oil sands crude being
shipped from its busiest port of Vancouver, these shipping

brokers say. Middle Eastern producers already ship oil ship
to Asia far more cheaply, thanks to the bigger vessels they
employ. And U.S. Republicans winning out in this month’s
election have revived hopes that TransCanada Corp could
build the Keystone XL pipeline to the United States,
sidestepping Vancouver altogether. Natural Resources
Minister Jim Carr told reporters Tuesday that Keystone
“doesn’t get oil to export markets in Asia, and it’s a goal of
the government of Canada to expand its export markets.”
Oil Price Leap: Will It Reach USD 55?
Source: Shipping Watch
22nd November 2016

The anticipation of OPEC reaching agreement to reduce
production has sent the oil price back up. Although nothing
is ﬁnal, a potential deal would lead to a signiﬁcant increase
in the oil price, writes Nordea.
Global Reﬁned Copper Surplus Reaches 154,000 Mt
In August: ICSG
Source: Platts
22nd November 2016

The global reﬁned copper market showed an apparent
production surplus of around 154,000 mt in August, mainly
due to weaker Chinese demand and seasonally weak usage
in other regions, according to preliminary data released
Monday by the International Copper Study Group. When
making seasonal adjustments for world reﬁned production
and usage, August showed a production surplus of about
56,000 mt, the Lisbon-based research group said.
For the January-August period, indications suggest a
production deﬁcit of around 91,000 mt, and a seasonally
adjusted deﬁcit of about 93,000 mt, according to the ICSG.
That compares with a production surplus of around 10,000
mt (a seasonally adjusted surplus of about 19,000 mt) for
the same eight-month period of 2015. World apparent
reﬁned usage in the ﬁrst eight months is estimated to have
increased by around 3.8% (570,000 mt) compared with the
same period of 2015 mainly due to increases in China, the
ICSG said.
"Chinese apparent demand increased by around 7.5%
compared with the same period of 2015 based on an 8%
increase in net imports of reﬁned copper," according to
ICSG analysts."However, July and August net reﬁned
copper imports at 176,000 mt and 175,000 mt, respectively,
were the lowest since April 2013 and compares to a net
monthly imports average of 312,000 mt in the ﬁrst half of
2016," they said. Aggregated usage in the European Union,
Japan and the US remained essentially unchanged over the
eight-month period, the ICSG said.
China's Iron Ore Imports On Track To Top 1 Billion
Tonnes; India Shipments Surge
Source: Reuters
25th November 2016

China's iron ore imports from India surged in October and
purchases from Australia grew slightly, data showed on
Friday, with total shipments to the world's top buyer of the
steelmaking commodity on course to top 1 billion tonnes this
year. Shipments from Australia, which account for nearly
two-thirds of China's imports, rose 3 percent to 49.89
million tonnes last month, according to China's ofﬁcial
customs data. Shipments from No. 2 supplier Brazil
increased 17 percent to 17.88 million tonnes. China's total
iron ore imports were 80.8 million tonnes in October, the
lowest since February, but the biggest volume ever for the
month of October.
That brought total imports to 843.31 million tonnes in
January to October, up 9 percent from a year earlier, and on
track to top last year's 952.84 million tonnes. "We can easily
see over 1 billion tonnes for the full year. I don't think there's
any disruption from the production side overseas," said
Helen Lau, analyst at Argonaut Securities. Lau has forecast
a 9 percent increase in China's iron ore imports to 1.038
billion tonnes this year.
Imports from India reached 1.02 million tonnes last month,
up sharply from 75,565 tonnes a year ago. For January to
October, shipments from India surged eight-fold to 11.4
million tonnes. India used to be the third-biggest supplier of
iron ore to China until mining bans in recent years and
higher taxes curbed output and exports. India's Supreme
Court lifted the mining ban in top iron ore exporting state
Goa in 2014 and fresh mining began months after.
Singapore Readies Up To $1.1 Billion For Oil & GasLinked Firms
Source: Reuters
25th November 2016

Singapore plans to offer ﬁnancial assistance to its liquidityhit marine and offshore engineering companies that could
help them raise as much as S$1.6 billion ($1.1 billion) in
loans. The two-year downturn in oil prices has forced several
ﬁrms, including oilﬁeld services ﬁrm Swiber, oil and gas
service provider Swissco Holdings Ltd and container ship
owner Rickmers Maritime, to seek restructuring of their
debt.
Billions of dollars have been wiped off the market value of
the sector’s listed companies and thousands of jobs have
been axed in the worst-hit area of Singapore’s slowing
economy. Many of the companies in the affected sectors
have not been able to issue debt or get bank loans.
Singapore’s Ministry of Trade and Industry (MTI) said in a
statement on Friday the loans it is organising will be
available from next month and could “catalyse” about S$1.6
billion in total ﬁnancing to the sector over the next year. The
MTI said it will introduce a scheme allowing affected
companies to borrow up to S$5 million for up to six years. A
borrower group can tap ﬁnancing of up to S$15 million.
A separate ﬁnance scheme aimed at assisting with project
and asset ﬁnancing support will be enhanced so that the
maximum loan will be raised to S$70 million per borrower
group from the current S$30 million, it said. The statement

did not provide any details on the ﬁnancing costs. The
facilities will be administered by government agencies
SPRING and IE Singapore through local banks. The
government will take 70 percent of the ﬁnancing risk for
both the schemes. “The industry’s ﬁnancing challenges have
intensiﬁed in recent months. Some industry consolidation is
inevitable as companies restructure and adapt to the
challenging environment,” Minister for Trade and Industry
S Iswaran said.
China GDP Forecast To Grow 6.5%-6.7% In 2017
Source: Reuters
25th November 2016

China's economic growth will continue to advance steadily
in 2017, and the country is expected to deepen reforms to
tackle remaining challenges, experts said. Given the sluggish
global growth, China's economy is under pressure. Several
economic indicators in the ﬁrst three quarters of 2016
support the view that the country will be able to meet this
year's GDP growth target of 6.7 percent, said Tian Yun,
director of the China Society of Macroeconomics Research
Center.
Tian told the Global Times that the growing Producer Price
Index (PPI) in September was a promising sign that the
country's industrial deﬂation has ended. PPI, which
measures the cost of goods at the factory gate, ended a 54month decline in September, according to data released by
the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) on October 14.
Efforts to help domestic companies deleverage have also
gained some ground, Tian said. On the basis of the current
economic trajectory, GDP growth will range from 6.5
percent to 6.7 percent in 2017, he said. Liu Xuezhi, a senior
analyst at Bank of Communications, agreed, saying that
China's economy is approaching an inﬂection point, which
means economic growth in 2017 will not slow as it did in
previous years, though a rapid recovery is also unlikely.
"[The economy] will advance steadily," he told the Global
Times. Liu forecast that "China's GDP will grow 6.6 percent
or 6.7 percent in 2017." Experts said rising infrastructure
spending is expected to drive China's economic growth next
year.
Traders On Edge As Volatility Surges In China's
Iron Ore Futures
Source Reuters
24th November 2016
Surging volatility in China's iron ore futures is sending
global prices on a roller-coaster ride, spelling risks for
traders and steel mills, some of whom are losing faith in a
market swayed by speculative Chinese money. Amid wild
swings in futures, spot iron ore prices surged by a record 23
percent in the second week of November, only to fall nearly
10 percent the following week. At the same time, steel
producers say a near 80 percent rise in spot iron ore prices
this year despite plentiful supplies does not reﬂect physical
demand, raising concerns that buyers could be left with
costly iron ore in the event of a sharp pullback

Shipping Shares Drop Further After Seanergy
Maritime Offer

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
21st November 2016

Source: Gcaptain
18th November 2016

Facing a backlash over free trade, leaders of Paciﬁc Rim
nations meeting here on Sunday are pushing back against
creeping protectionism in the U.S. and elsewhere, promising
to continue strengthening economic ties.
In doing so, leaders from the Asia-Paciﬁc Economic
Cooperation forum, which accounts for almost 60% of global
gross domestic product, sent a message to president-elect
Donald Trump that they would move forward with trade
pacts with or without the U.S.
“We have to give an unequivocal message to the world that
trade continues being beneﬁcial,” said Peruvian President
Pedro Pablo Kuczynski, a 78-year-old former World Bank
economist who called for “protectionism to be defeated.”
Mr. Trump’s election has loomed over the summit of 21
nations, which includes the U.S., China, Japan and Mexico.
The meeting rounds off President Barack Obama’s last
overseas trip before he leaves ofﬁce in January. The APEC
leaders will meet Sunday behind closed doors, where topics
expected to be discussed include antiglobalization and its
impact on policies. In addition to APEC meetings, Mr.
Obama is scheduled to confer Sunday with the leaders of
Australia and Canada on the sidelines of the summit. Before
leaving Lima he will hold a news conference at which he is
expected to be asked about Mr. Trump, trade and other
topics. Mr. Trump, who has blamed bad trade deals for
sending American jobs overseas, has promised to pull out of
the 12-nation Trans-Paciﬁc Partnership, one of President
Obama’s top foreign-policy initiatives that has yet to be
ratiﬁed. He has pledged to scrap the North American Free
Trade Agreement if Canada and Mexico don’t agree to
renegotiate terms. He has vowed to put a 45% tariff on
Chinese imports if the Asian country doesn’t change
practices he says are unfair, risking a trade war between the
world’s two biggest economies.

Shares of many shipping companies dropped in volatile
trading, retracing more of their post-U.S. election gains after
Seanergy Maritime Holdings on Friday became the latest
shipper this week to announce a direct share offer pricing.
Seanergy shares were down 28.2 percent at $2.80 after the
$3.6 million offering, while shares of Top Ships were down
13.5 percent and shares of Globus Maritime lost 8.9 percent.
The losses extend Thursday’s decline in many of the shares
after DryShips’ announcement of a share sale that would
give it proceeds of $20 million initially. Though many of the
stocks remain up sharply since Nov. 8 Election Day, and
shares of DryShips, which has led the recent shipping rally
with a 1,500-percent post-election jump until Thursday, was
up 12.7 percent on Friday. Besides some optimism that U.S.
President-elect Donald Trump’s push for more
infrastructure spending may give a boost to commodity
shipping, the shares may have been helped by increases in
shipping rates.
The Baltic Exchange’s main sea freight index, which tracks
rates for ships carrying industrial commodities, rose to its
highest level in almost two years on Friday fueled by
expectations for increased demand for iron ore and
coal.Still, analysts and others have questioned the
sustainability of the rally, especially given ﬁnancial
constraints of some of the companies and other factors.
German Submarine Shipyard Denies Contact With
David Shimron
Source: Times of Israel
17th November 2016

The German shipyard set to supply Israel with three
additional submarines denies it has had business dealings
with Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s lawyer David
Shimron, according to Channel 10 news. In a statement to
the media outlet, ThyssenKrupp said it “has only been in
contact with the relevant ofﬁcial government authorities,”
regarding the multi-billion shekel deal to purchase the
vessels. According to a Channel 10 report earlier this week,
David Shimron, who has spent years defending Netanyahu
against dozens of claims of malpractice and misuse of ofﬁce
for personal gain, is being accused of a serious conﬂict of
interest due to his links to the German shipbuilder
attempting to sell the vessels to Israel. Shimron has not
denied he represented ThyssenKrupp but said there was no
conﬂict of interest in his dealings.
APEC Delegates Push Back Against Protectionism

Those policies would represent a sharp turn for the U.S.,
which has long promoted removing trade barriers to boost
economic growth. Now, many APEC leaders in Peru said
they hoped to persuade the next U.S. president of trade’s
beneﬁts, while China indicated at the summit it was ready to
take the lead in promoting trade. “I very much see this as a
strategic shift that is in progress,” said Eric Farnsworth, vice
president of the Council of the Americas and Americas
Society who was in Lima for the meeting. “There is real
concern that the U.S. is withdrawing from its traditional
role.” President Obama has looked to reassure allies here,
saying that he didn’t expect signiﬁcant changes to U.S.
policy even though Mr. Trump may modify some accords.
While U.S. allies wait to see if Mr. Trump changes course
once in ofﬁce, they are considering alternatives. Prime
Minister John Key of New Zealand, a TPP member, said the
pact may be able to go forward with “cosmetic changes” to
please Mr. Trump. Another option, he said, was for the 11
other countries to implement TPP without the U.S.

“If the United States doesn’t want to participate in free trade,
[president-elect] Trump needs to know that other countries
will,” he said. “We hope he is part of the program. But if not,
we are going to continue doing things.”
Peru and Chile, two other TPP members, said they were
interested in joining the Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership, a Chinese-led pact of 16 countries known as
RCEP. Peru is also expected to start trade negotiations with
Indonesia and hopes to increase ties with Russia,
government ofﬁcials said.
ESC, GSF To Tackle Consolidation In Container
Shipping
Source: World Maritime News
18th November 2016

Representatives of exporters and importers from around the
world, the European Shippers’ Council and the Global
Shippers’ Forum, have joined forces to advance and protect
their members’ interests in the face of unprecedented
change in the global container shipping industry.
The move was made amid shippers’ fears that the
contraction of the shipping market into a small number of
alliances and the use of vessels with a capacity of over
18,000 TEU will reduce their choice of carrier and the
quality of the services delivered as “carriers operating within
such arrangements cannot compete among themselves
with regard to the agreed capacity, sailing frequency, transit
times, ports of call and service level.”
In its paper “The Implications of Mega-Ships and Alliances
for Competition and Total Supply Chain Efﬁciency: An
Economic Perspective,” Global Shippers’ Forum offered a
range of options for national and regional competition
authorities on how to approach the regulation and oversight
of the new shipping alliances.
Namely, the paper states that competition authorities and
regulators should ensure sufﬁcient independent
competition on key trade routes, given that the emergence
of alliances has produced barriers for new entrants and has
made it nearly impossible for independent lines to compete
on some trades.
Additionally, GSF said that competition authorities should
repeal existing exemptions from antitrust laws and
implement effective monitoring of alliances, including direct
intervention to preserve competition where appropriate.
“I am delighted that ESC has joined GSF in order to promote
and defend shippers’ interests at global level. GSF has made
the voice of shippers heard in the UN agencies responsible
for the regulation of the maritime sector and supported
many of its member associations in advancing more
transparent regulation of the container shipping industry in
their home markets,” Bob Ballantyne, GSF Chairman, said.
Carriers Hoping For 2017 Contracts On Spot Rates
To Hold Firm

Source: Maritime Quote
21st November 2016

The next month-and-a-half will be a critical period for AsiaEurope carriers as they try to nail down improved 2017
contract rates with shippers ?and they can ill-afford a major
slump in container spot rates during these negotiations.
However, The Loadstar understands that some weaker
carriers are still discounting rates signiﬁcantly to maintain
bookings, as shippers become warier of the risk of another
container line bankruptcy. To counteract the rate slippage to
North Europe, carriers are seeking general rate and FAK
(freight all kinds) increases this month and next, despite the
softer market. CMA CGM recently announced an emergency
rate restoration (ERR) of US$200 per TEU from all Asian
ports to North Europe. The top tier of carriers are likely to
beneﬁt from a ‘ﬂight to safety’ sentiment post-Hanjin, and
analysts, including Drewry Supply Chain Advisors director
Philip Damas, believe that the “corner has been turned” for
the beleaguered industry. Notwithstanding the Hanjineffect on the market, Mr Damas, said recently there had
been a “signiﬁcant correction in freight rates” in the past six
months, following the rate war that saw prices plunge to alltime lows in March and April. “The environment is very
different to a year ago,” he said, noting that spot rates from
Asia to South America and Asia to Australasia had also seen
signiﬁcant increases in recent months. Nevertheless, freight
rate increases in the pipeline will be too late to substantially
improve the estimated $5 billion to $10 billion cumulative
loss for the industry in 2016. During Maersk’s third-quarter
results presentation on November 2, chief executive Soren
Skou advised that higher spot and contract rates would take
a while to impact the bottom line ?”our revenue is only
recognised as the voyage happens”, he explained.
ClassNK Completes Joint Study On Classnk Cmaxs
Lc-A For Hitachi Man B&W Engine With Hitachi
Zosen Corporation
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
21stNovember 2016

Leading classiﬁcation society ClassNK and Hitachi Zosen
Corporation have completed a joint study of the next
generation condition-based monitoring and automatic
diagnostic system ClassNK CMAXS LC-A for Hitachi MAN
B&W engines. During this joint study, ClassNK and Hitachi
Zosen Corporation developed a system compatible with
Hitachi MAN B&W engines and conducted veriﬁcation tests
on one bulk carrier installed with a Hitachi MAN B&W
engine. The system for Hitachi MAN B&W engines
combines and analyzes big data from the ship’s data logger.
Using the analyzed results, the system can produce trend
graphs of components/function conditions to prevent
serious damage at an early stage. The system also displays
appropriate maintenance information such as work
procedures and instructions automatically. ClassNK
CMAXS LC-A aims to reduce total maintenance cost through
the archiving of actual engine conditions at appropriate
maintenance intervals. ClassNK CMAXS systems are
already commercially installed on the vessels of some of the
world’s leading shipping companies.

New Regulations To Support Russian Bunker
Market
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
21st November 2016

A new procedure for calculating the limits for bunkering
volumes in Russian ports will come into force on 1
December. The new regulation was adopted by the Eurasian
Economic Union (EAEU) on 1 November. Market
participants expect the new standard to boost bunkering
demand in Russia by transit vessels. According to the
regulation, vessels calling Russian ports less than once in 30
days can buy fuel on the basis of their bunker tank capacity
net of current product residue in it. Shipowners will be also
allowed to purchase marine fuels without having cargo
operations. The regulation “allows vessels to fuel without
any restrictions … We are waiting for regulation
clariﬁcations from customs”, one trader said. Currently
bunkering limits in Russian ports are based on the vessels
route distance. Tax authorities can interpret this provision
differently: as a distance from one port to another or as a
path from a port to the cargo destination including all other
ports of calls. The lack of clear wording often triggers
controversies. Currently in order to fuel at Russian ports,
foreign vessels must have cargo operations. To meet this
requirement in Russia’s far east region – Primorsky Krai,
shipowners take small cargoes such as lubricants and water.
Saudi Arabia’s OPEC Sway Limited By Resurgent
Iraq And Iran
Source: Bloomberg
23rd November 2016

Iraq and Iran, shaking off shackles of sanctions and war,
have raised oil output to record highs and are asserting
themselves within the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries. Together they produce more than 8 million
barrels of oil a day, almost a quarter of the oil pumped by the
group, and both want to boost their output further. The
ambitions of OPEC’s second- and third-largest producers
are the main obstacle to the Saudi-backed effort to trim the
group’s output and buoy prices. Even if members reach a
deal next week and accept production quotas, the reluctance
of Iraq and Iran to cut supply bodes poorly for their longterm cooperation with the kingdom -- and for stability in
global oil markets. “Iran and Iraq want an equal relationship
with Saudi Arabia within OPEC,” Jaafar Altaie, managing
director of Abu Dhabi-based consultant Manaar Group, said
Monday. The two are “in a coincidental collusion in OPEC
because it suits their common interest of getting as high a
quota as possible.” OPEC ministers will meet on Nov. 30 to
work out a shared cut in production to between 32.5 million
and 33 million barrels a day. Trimming output could help
balance an oversupplied market and reverse a price slide
that’s rupturing budgets from Venezuela to Saudi Arabia.
Benchmark Brent crude has tumbled from more than $115 a
barrel in mid-2014 to less than $50 this week and was at
$48.86 a barrel, down 0.5 percent, at 4:35 p.m. in London
on Wednesday.

The group’s members granted special consideration to Iran
in September, when they reached a framework agreement in
Algiers, to help the country recover from international
sanctions that were eased in January. With Iran now
pumping almost as much as it did before sanctions, OPEC
has yet to specify a level at which it will try to limit the
nation’s output.
Kuwait Oil Exporting Contracts With Japan,
Taiwan Up By 28 Pct, 65 Pct Respectivly
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
23rd November 2016

Kuwait’s crude oil exporting contracts have recently
increased 28 percent with Japan, and 65 percent with
Taiwan, Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC) announced.
KPC’s marketing team has succeeded in increasing the
contract volume of Kuwaiti crude oil with JX Nippon Oil and
Gas Exploration Corporation, considered as Japan’s number
one company in reﬁning potency and operations volume,
and Chinese Petroleum Corporation (CPC), which is a major
state-run company in Taiwan, the Kuwaiti corporation said
in a press statement. This achievement is so signiﬁcant in
light of current circumstances and challenges faced by the
world oil market, the statement said, pointing out KPC’s
solid ties with its clients in Tokyo that led to the surge in
Kuwaiti oil exports in the past ﬁve years.
Globus Maritime Announces Agreement Regarding
$5 Million Equity Private Placement And
Conversion Of Certain Outstanding Loans
Source: Market Wired
28th November 2016

Globus Maritime Limited ("Globus," or the "Company")
(NASDAQ: GLBS), a dry bulk shipping company,
announced today that it has agreed to issue for gross
proceeds of $5 million, an aggregate of 5 million shares of
common stock, par value $0.004 per share and a warrant to
purchase 25 million shares of common stock at a price of
$1.60 per share, in a private placement to a private investor.
The Company intends to use the proceeds from the sale of
common shares and warrant for general corporate purposes
and working capital including repayment of debt. In
connection with the private placement, the Company must
terminate an aggregate of $20 million of the outstanding
principal and interest of two loans with the relevant lenders
in consideration of issuing 20 million shares and warrants
exercisable for 7,380,017 common shares at a price of $1.60
per share. The Company expects approximately $1,212,835
(plus accrued interest through closing) to remain
outstanding in the aggregate on both loans. In each instance,
the outstanding amounts will continue to accrue under the
respective loan agreements. Both lenders are related to the
Company through common control. value."

Maritime Environment
IMO Regulation On Ballast Water
Management To Trigger Further Scrapping
Activity In Tanker Shipping Market
Source: Drewry
16th November 2016

Weakness in freight rates will increase tanker shipping
demolitions over the next two years, with the trend
accelerating in later years as a result of the IMO regulation
on ballast water, according to the latest edition of the Tanker
Forecaster, published by global shipping consultancy
Drewry. Despite the recent decline in tanker freight rates,
demolitions have not yet picked up. Scrapping is expected to
increase in the next two years, once owners start feeling the
heat of persistent, low freight rates. But as the ﬂeet is
relatively young, demolitions will be moderate.
The new International Maritime Organisation (IMO)
regulation on Ballast Water Management will require that
all vessels going into deep sea have in-built Ballast Water
Treatment Systems (BWTS) by September 2017. Existing
vessels will have a grace period to carry out the retro-ﬁt
during their next special survey if this occurs after the
deadline. Some owners are expected to bring forward fourth
special surveys, if they fall around the scheduled deadline,
in order to delay retroﬁtting BWTS to the ﬁfth special
survey. But vessel owners for which the survey is due after
mid-2018 will probably have to either retro-ﬁt BWTS or
scrap their tonnage. The additional cost of retroﬁtting
BWTS along with the special survey will force many owners
to scrap younger vessels before the next survey is due.
Drewry estimates that about 74 crude tankers (14 million
dwt) and 114 product tankers (5.6 million dwt) will have
their fourth special survey due between mid-2018 and 2021,
making them potential victims of the new regulation.

UK
P&I
Advises
Members
Of
Environmental And Insurance Liabilities
Under The Antarctic Treaty
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
18th November 2016

Dingjing Huang, Underwriting and Legal Analyst at UK P&I
discuss Annex VI of the Environment Protocol and why
shipowners trading in the Antarctic should be aware of their
potential liabilities.
“Annex VI of the Environment Protocol, which deals with
liabilities arising from environmental emergencies, has not
yet come into force, but shipowners trading in the Antarctic
should be aware of their potential liabilities under this
regulation.

“The Treaty’s Protocol on Environmental Protection came
into force in 1998. Its objective is the ‘comprehensive
protection of the Antarctic environment and associated
ecosystems’. The Protocol imposes strict regulations on all
activities carried out in the Antarctic.
“One of the most signiﬁcant aspects of the Protocol is its
treatment of environmental emergencies. Parties are
committed to providing ‘prompt and effective’ response
actions to emergencies arising from activities carried out in
the Antarctic area, which include shipping activities.
“The obligations and liabilities under Annex VI are the
prevention and mitigation of environmental emergencies;
responding to such emergencies; and assigning liability for
meeting the costs of responding.
Vessel Coatings – Protecting Your Assets From
Environmental Corrosion
Source: Maritme Executive
23rdNovember 2016

UK P&I Club, in conjunction with marine coating
consultants Saﬁnah, advise on the importance of hull and
cargo tank coatings. The primary role of coatings is to
protect assets from environmental corrosion, in order to
provide as long a service life as possible. Not only does
corrosion affect service life, it has a real and detrimental
effect on costs to the asset owner in terms of service time,
down time, performance levels and ultimately, asset value.
To preserve the life of a vessel or cargo tank coating, there
are some key considerations that should be taken into
account. Two common causes of coating failure are related
to coating thickness. Both over and under application of the
protective coating have the potential to cause problems. It is
therefore important that the paint manufacturer’s
guidelines are adhered to.
Over-application of the tank coating at new build can result
in paint failure if insufﬁcient time is allowed for the coating
to cure properly before loading the ﬁrst cargo. If overapplication is known to have occurred, ship-owners should
seek advice, and delay loading the ﬁrst cargo until the
coating has cured properly. Once the damage has been
caused, if it is too extensive for patch repairs, the coating will
need to be replaced.
Another problem that can occur is the development of
cracking. This can happen due to the build-up of stress in
the coating, which can be exacerbated by thermal cycling,
especially if the cargo has to be heated. Cracking is a
problem that is particularly associated with welds and
corners – where there is a change in geometry. Once the
paint has cracked, under-ﬁlm corrosion can occur which
then results in paint detachment.
As well as over-application, under-application of the
protective coating can, and does, lead to early coating

failure, with scattered corrosion in areas of under-ﬁlm
thickness. The main tools used to apply paint on board ship
are brush and roller. It is very easy to under apply paint
when using either of these tools as the tendency is to spread
out the paint too thinly. Even though the required number
of coats of paint may well have been applied (as per paint
manufacturer’s technical data sheet), the repair is likely to
be under the recommended coating thickness. This under
application means that the repair patch is not able to
perform properly as a corrosion barrier, and as a
consequence, the repair can break down.
When breakdown occurs, which can happen during normal
operations at sea, repairs should take place at the earliest
opportunity. Depending on the cause and extent of coating
failure it may be possible to repair the damage by making
patch repairs. There are two situations, however, where this
is not realistic: if the coating has been over-applied, or if the
surface has not been properly prepared. In the case of the
former, it is possible that over-application may result in
detachment in other areas over time. In the case of the latter
the newly applied paint may suffer from the same adhesion
problems as the old paint. If poor surface preparation is the
cause of paint detachment, then the only solution is to
remove the paint and start again. It pays to get it right ﬁrst
time!
Paint coatings on vessels and cargo tanks may be viewed as
a minor consideration, but incorrect application or poor
maintenance can lead to signiﬁcant costs. Repairing
coatings offshore can be up to 100 times the cost of the initial
coating, and $2 trillion is spent each year on tackling
corrosion. With proper preparation, ship-owners can ensure
that vessels and cargo tanks are performing at optimum
performance and can reduce the time and money spent on
preserving the condition of their assets.
Trump Shifts Tone
Environmentalists Scoff

On

Climate

Change,

Source: Gcaptian
18th November 2016

Donald Trump, who called climate change a hoax during his
campaign and vowed to pull out of the Paris accord, now
says global warming might be real after all. The Republican
president-elect told the New York Times Tuesday that
perhaps humans are to blame for the rising temperatures
that are melting polar ice caps and have been linked to
extreme weather around the world.
“I think there is some connectivity. There is some,
something. It depends on how much,” Trump said,
according to a transcript of his meeting with the New York
Times. He also said he’s keeping an “open mind” on the Paris
climate accord. The comments represent an abrupt shift for
Trump. The head of his Environmental Protection Agency
transition team, Myron Ebell, has questioned the scientiﬁc
evidence behind global warming. The president-elect’s
previous statements on climate change, which include
saying that the concept was “ created” by the Chinese, have
put him at odds with most world leaders and an
overwhelming majority of scientists.

At a United Nations climate conference in Marrakech,
Morocco, that concluded last week, ofﬁcials from around the
globe warned that Trump could isolate the U.S. by backing
out the Paris accord. China has vowed to take over as the
world’s environmental leader if the U.S. walks away from the
effort under Trump. The reaction from environmentalists to
Trump’s apparent about-face ranged from guarded
optimism to outright skepticism.
“We hope the president-elect appreciates the stakes for the
country in ﬁghting this global scourge, the opportunity to
build on U.S. climate leadership and the urgency of creating
good-paying American jobs in the global transition to
cleaner, smarter ways to power our future,” Bob Deans, a
spokesman for the Natural Resources Defense Council, said
in an e-mailed statement Tuesday. Michael Brune, executive
director of the Sierra Club, was less generous, saying “talk is
cheap.”
Classnk Picks Up Environmental Protection Award
At Ibj Awards 2016
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
26thNovember 2016

ClassNK picked up the Environmental Protection Award for
its activities at the IBJ Awards held on 21 November. This
award recognizes organizations that have made signiﬁcant
contributions to reducing marine pollution.
Aiming to ensure that ships being recycled at the end of their
operation lives pose less risk to human health or the
environment, the IMO adopted the Hong Kong
International Convention for the Safe and Environmentally
Sound Recycling of Ships, 2009 (HKC).
The HKC requires to develop and maintain the ship-by ship
Inventory of Hazardous Materials (IHM) identifying the
quantity and location of hazardous items on board, and to
develop Ship Recycling Facility Plans (SRFP) and Ship
Recycling Plans (SRP) in line with the proposed
requirements of the convention at the recycling stage.
ClassNK has been proactive in supporting compliance to
new regulation throughout the industry.
ClassNK provided “PrimeShip-GREEN/SRM” a cloudbased software solution that creates the IHM almost
automatically from the shipbuilders’ input of product
locations, which has quickly grown to become the de facto
world shipping standard. The software signiﬁcantly reduces
the man hours that it would typically take to manually input
the location and quantity of hazardous materials contained
on vessels.
Meanwhile, although the HKC has yet to enter into force,
several ship recycling facilities have proactively improved
their facilities and developed Ship Recycling Facility Plans
(SRFPs) required for veriﬁcation by a competent authority
according to the HKC in a bid toward safer and greener ship
recycling. In response to this growing demand for
veriﬁcation, ClassNK has issued the HKC Statement of
Compliance for ship recycling facilities in China, and Japan.

Miscellaneous
Developing Countries’ Increasing Involvement In
Maritime Business

Hyundai Heavy Industries Green Energy, and Hyundai
Global Service respectively.

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
16th November 2016

An HHI ofﬁcial said, “So far we have been placing an
emphasis on disposal of non-core assets and businesses as
part of management rationalization measures. Now is the
time for us to shift our focus to fostering core businesses of
to-be-established business entities. And the spin-off is the
starting point.” Amid a dearth of new orders and sluggish
global economy, for the past months HHI has been active in
selling or liquidating non-performing units including
Hyundai Cummins (construction equipment engine), Jake
(wind power gear box) and Hyundai Avancis (thin solar
panel), and disafﬁliation of Hyundai Corp, Hyundai Finance
Corp and Hyundai Venture Investment Corporation. The
ofﬁcial added, “Despite the different natures and sectors
they operate in, our existing non-shipbuilding divisions
have been operated and managed under an umbrella of
Shipbuilding Division. In the process, we have witnessed
inefﬁciency in the management of the company. Due to the
structure, divisions with a smaller portion of company-wide
sales have not been well positioned to secure independent
competitiveness.” The ofﬁcial went on to say that, “The spinoff is one of the ﬁnal measures in the KRW 3.5 trillion worth
management improvement plan we drafted for creditors in
May this year. By carrying out the plan preemptively, we aim
to regain trust from the market and lay a solid foundation
for take-off. What’s noteworthy is the fact that we can also
lower the debt-to-equity ratio to below 100% by transferring
the existing debt of HHI to separate companies on a pro rata
basis, and thus in turn enhancing our ﬁnancial soundness.”

Amid all the problems pounding the shipping industry, what
aspects are becoming brighter? One prominent trend is
developing countries increasing their involvement in many
parts of global maritime business, according to the Review
of Maritime Transport 2016, published by the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development on 7
November. Looking at the broader picture, the Review
outlines a cautiously upbeat view of global shipping over the
years ahead. UNCTAD suggests that long-term growth
prospects for seaborne trade and maritime businesses are
positive, although there are many uncertainties and
downside risks. Analysis points to “ample opportunities for
developing countries to generate income and employment
and help promote foreign trade”. But immediately after
publication of the Review, an event occurred underlining the
reference to possible difﬁculties ahead. Two days after the
report appeared, Donald Trump was elected as the next
president of the United States. Risks for world trade appear
to have suddenly multiplied or, at least, uncertainty has
been abruptly ampliﬁed by this election outcome. The
president-elect has criticised globalisation and free trade,
expressed hostility towards international trade pacts and
shown enthusiasm for a protectionist stance. What is not
clear yet is how much was campaign rhetoric and how much
was ﬁrm intention. If government policy evolves on this
basis, a potentially highly unstable period for world trade
could result, where detrimental inﬂuences are a bigger
feature. However, that is speculation and may remain so
until the new government is installed early next year and
clariﬁcation ensues.
Hyundai Heavy Industries Spins Off Into Six
Separate Companies
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
18th November 2016

Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI), the world’s largest
shipbuilder announced its board of directors meeting held
today that it has decided to split its non-shipbuilding
divisions into independent companies in an effort to
improve management efﬁciency and sharpen its core
competitiveness. Under the plan sanctioned at the meeting,
its current Shipbuilding, Offshore & Engineering and
Engine & Machinery Division will form a new Hyundai
Heavy Industries while the existing non-shipbuilding
divisions of Electro Electric Systems, Construction
Equipment and Robotics, Green Energy Division and
Integrated AS unit will be separate business entities
tentatively named as Hyundai Electric & Energy System,
Hyundai Construction Machinery, Hyundai Robotics,

German Finance Minister Sees No Room For Euro
Zone Fiscal Stimulus
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
18th November 2016

The German Finance Ministry on Thursday rejected a call by
the European Union’s executive for governments in the 19country euro zone to spur growth and jobs by loosening
overall budget policy next year. The European Commission
on Wednesday effectively urged Berlin to spend more,
moving further away from its mantra of austerity. “We take
a critical view of the European Commission’s analysis on the
aggregated so-called ‘ﬁscal stance’ of the euro zone,” a
spokesman for the ministry said in a statement emailed to
Reuters. “In light of the still high debt levels in the EU, we
see no possibility for an expansionary ﬁscal policy,” he said.
“There is no ﬁscal room to manoeuvre in Germany in light
of the medium-term challenges.” He said there was also no
need for such a step because of the continued economic
recovery in the euro zone. As anti-EU political groups tap
into discontent across Europe after years of slow growth and
high unemployment, EU leaders fear shocks such as June’s
Brexit vote and Donald Trump’s election in the United
States could stunt an embryonic recovery. In its review, the
Commission did not name Germany, where Chancellor

Angela Merkel’s conservatives face an election next autumn
complicated by the emergence of the ﬁscally hawkish,
eurosceptic and anti-immigrant Alternative for Germany
(AfD). But since France, Italy and Spain are among those
butting up against the currency union’s budget deﬁcit limits,
only Berlin, running a surplus, has the scope and economic
weight to make a difference. Merkel’s cabinet has agreed to
stick to plans for a balanced budget over the next four years,
holding course despite the shock of Britain’s vote to leave the
EU. Her government has increased spending to cope with
the inﬂux of some 900,000 migrants last year.

ceremony at the 97th session of the Maritime Safety
Committee held at IMO headquarters in London. Captain
Menon is the ﬁrst female captain in the Indian Merchant
Navy and the ﬁrst female to receive the IMO Award for
Exceptional Bravery at Sea. Captain Menons says she was
“just doing her job” when she led the rescue operation to
save the crew of the Durgamma in June 2015.
According to the IMO, Captain Menon ordered the rescue
operation after spotting the Durgamma adrift in severe
weather off Gopalpur, India. Despite wave heights of more
than 25 feet, torrential rain, and winds of 60 knots, Captain
Meno and her crew used the ship’s pilot ladder to get the
seven men to safety on board the deck of the tanker.

Tsunami Warning Issued After Large Earthquake
Hits Off Fukushima, Japan
Source: Gcaptain
21stNovember 2016

“It is every seafarer’s and Master’s solemn duty and
obligation to save souls in distress at sea. I just did what a
seafarer should do for a fellow soul in distress at sea. Yes, it
was an instant decision, but not without assessing the risks
involved. I just did my duty,” said Captain Radhika Menon,
Master of the oil products tanker Sampurna Swarajya.

A powerful earthquake rocked northern Japan on Tuesday,
the Japan Meteorological Agency said, generating a tsunami
that hit the same region devastated by a massive quake,
tsunami and nuclear disaster in 2011. The earthquake,
which was felt in Tokyo, had a magnitude of 7.4 and was
centered off the coast of Fukushima prefecture at a depth of
about 10 km (6 miles), the agency said. A tsunami of up to
1.4 meters (4.5 feet) had been observed around Sendai,
about 70 km (45 miles) north of Fukushima, following the
quake, which struck at 5:59 a.m. (2059 GMT Monday),
public broadcaster NHK said. Television footage showed
ships moving out to sea from harbors as tsunami warning
signals wailed, after warnings of waves of up to 3 meters (10
feet) were issued. “We saw high waves but nothing that went
over the tidal barriers,” a man in the city of Iwaki told NTV
television network. All Japan’s nuclear power plants on the
coast threatened by the tsunami are shut down in the wake
of the March 2011 disaster, which knocked out Tokyo
Electric Power Co’s Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant,
spilling radiation into the air and sea.

Captain Menon began her seafaring career as a radio ofﬁcer
and rose through the ranks of deck ofﬁcer before being
appointed as Master of the Sampurna Swarajya. Captain
Menon was nominated for the Bravery Award by the
Government of India. This year, the IMO received 23
nominations from nine Member States. Additional
Certiﬁcates
of
Commendation
and
Letters
of
Commendation were also distributed to those individuals
and crews. The 999-built Sampurna Swarajya is an Indianﬂagged oil products tanker of 32,950 dwt.
Shipbuilding Companies Work Around The Clock
To Meet 2017 Ferry Service Deadline
Source: 6sqft
21stNovember 2016

City ofﬁcials are pushing to have the $325 million citywide
ferry service, helmed by Hornblower and managed by the
city’s Economic Development Corporation, up and running
a few months before next November, when Mayor Bill de
Blasio stands for re-election. As 6sqft reported in
September, two bayou-based shipbuilding companies,
Horizon Shipbuilding in Bayou La Batre, Ala. and the
awesomely-named Metal Shark in Franklin, La., are racing
to complete the 19 new boats scheduled to hit the water this
summer. The ferry service will be the most extensive
passenger ferry service of its kind in any U.S. city. The two
shipyards, located about 225 miles apart in the bayous of
Louisiana and Alabama, have employed dozens of workers
to construct the new high-proﬁle boats, the New York Times
reports. “We know it’s a big deal,” said Fritz Deegen, a
machinist foreman at Horizon Shipbuilding. “I like the
challenge of building these boats in 11 months.”

Maersk Line: We Are Looking At Other Possibilities
With Hyundai
Source: Shipping Watch
21stNovember 2016

2M partners Maersk Line and MSC are believed to have
completely given up on reaching a vessel sharing agreement
with South Korean carrier Hyundai, as had been ﬂagged by
the three carriers in July just before Hanjin's collapse.
Tanker Captain Is First Woman To Receive Imo’s
‘Exceptional Bravery At Sea’ Award
Source: Gcaptain
22ndtNovember 2016

Captain Radhika Menon has become the ﬁrst woman to
receive the prestigious IMO Award for Exceptional Bravery
at Sea for her role in the dramatic heavy seas rescue of seven
ﬁshermen from a sinking ﬁshing boat in the Bay of Bengal.
Captain Menon, Master of the oil products tanker Sampurna
Swarajya, was presented the award on Monday during a
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